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INNOVATING WITHOUT
THE RISK
We know our customers are looking
to the future for success.
The foundations of us are in our
team, our facilities and our culture.

Accreditations to provide extra reassurance:
Quality Management
Packaging Materials Standard
We have achieved an AA rating for
this standard for the last 5 audits. The
standard provides a framework for
managing product quality, and safety
to meet customers’ requirements,
whilst maintaining legal compliance.

Standard that sets out the criteria
for quality management with a
particular focus on customers and
continual improvement. Using
ISO 9001 helps ensure that
customers get consistent good
quality products and services.

Occupational Health & Safety

Sedex
Membership organisation that
provides practical tools, services
and a community network to
help companies improve their
responsible and sustainable
business practices, and source
responsibly.
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Specifies requirements for an
occupational health and safety
(OH&S) management system, and
gives guidance for its use, to enable
organisations to provide safe and
healthy workplaces by preventing
work-related injury and ill health.

Environmental Management
ISO 14001 specifies the requirements for
an environmental management system
that an organisation can use to enhance its
environmental performance. It is used to
manage environmental responsibilities in a
systematic manner that contributes to the
environmental pillar of sustainability.

AWARD WINNING OFF-THESHELF RANGE
Our stock range could be the right solution for you. As a leader in the development of food-to-go packaging
for so long, we have many creative stock products available off the shelf.
We know not everyone has the time and budget to do their own bespoke packaging, so we stock a wide range across the following categories:

SANDWICH PACKS

DELIVERED FOOD

CHILLED FOOD-TO-GO

TRAVEL

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

PARTY

MACHINERY

Whatever your food – we can protect, preserve and help you to sell your food, whilst providing the opportunity
to communicate your brand values using our stock range.
All this using proven packs that are in stock and available for immediate dispatch:
• We have warehousing in the UK, supported by stock held locally in a number of international locations
• Our expertise in providing logistics solutions internationally means we can help get the goods to you wherever you are
• If your needs involve ongoing supply, our demand planning team will engage with you, to ensure you stay in stock

Our aim is to give you and your customers real choice, enabling an impactful look, without the expense and time
of creating it yourself.
We offer a wide range of products that we design and manufacture, which means we can offer both consistency
and choice.
This is not just about different materials, designs and shelf life options, but also:
• Functional choices – hot, cold, chilled, ovenable, freezable, hot hold
• Sustainable choices – sustainably sourced, recyclable and compostable material choices
• Closure choices – from self close and labelling for tamper evidence to heat seal and full production line machinery
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INTRODUCTION

CREATING A BESPOKE
SOLUTION FOR YOU
If you do need a bespoke pack, we’re here to help you.
Your brand is tied up with your packaging and we appreciate how precious that is. It’s much more than just the print on the pack. The pack
needs to protect and present the food just how you want it. The materials, the look, the feel and construction, the end-of-life recycling – all
need to be consistent with your brand values. All of our stock range of designs are available with custom print.*

Getting this all right is central to what we do. So, like our manufacturing, we rely on proven processes...

1. Understand

• Deep dive into your project - its objectives, timings
and challenges
• Leverage our experts - advice on materials,
constructions, artwork. It is important to get into
the detail to create a successful project plan

• Our designers, materials experts and production
team create some options

2. Create and Design

• 3D Computer Generated Images of the options
are shared with you
• We review and agree the best design together

3. Test

4. Full scale production

• Studio samples are made, using the same materials
and construction as the final product; so you can
evaluate the designs and materials properly
• Factory trials are carried out, if required, for large
projects with new technologies

• Project planned to roll out as agreed
• First production run and delivery

• Review implementation

5. Ongoing Support

• Account team use the knowledge you’ve shared to
add value
• Account Team anticipate challenges, communicate
& support
• Ongoing demand and stock management
• Introduce new technologies and ideas

* Subject to minimum order quantities
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SUSTAINABILITY IS INTRINSIC
TO ALL OUR PRODUCTS
Working across the world with different recycling and waste
regimes, we know that there is no “one size fits all” solution
to the challenge of maintaining our environment.
So once again our approach is to recognise the uniqueness
of your specific situation.

There are four key elements to consider:

2.
How it is made and how
it is transported

1.
Raw material impacts
• What raw materials go into the pack?

• Reducing the impact of manufacturing processes on the
environment - making product locally where possible.
• Part of our ISO 14001 is to continually improve our
environmental performance. Example initiatives:
- Green Energy - all electricity we use at our site now comes
from sustainable sources as we strive to reduce our emissions
and save energy.
- Zero Waste to Landfill - from recycling 100% of our raw
materials waste in the factory, to recycling the wrappers
in our office lunches, our goal is zero waste.

• Are they from a sustainable source?
• Are they made in a sustainable way, with appropriate
use of energy, water and with respect for the natural
environment?
Most of our products are made with paperboard and we are
proud to support a number of initiatives that ensure proper due
diligence is performed, such as FSC®, PEFC, and Woodland Trust.

We carefully consider the sources of our materials and balance
that with their capabilities, choosing the appropriate suppliers.
We additionally consider their carbon footprint alongside their
performance as packaging materials.
We identify and work with new material innovators: from
paperboard and films to board coatings. Pioneering these
materials, we aid and expedite their development to offer
significant performance and environmental benefits.

Our commitment to supporting the environment extends beyond
our processes and products.
We support the UN initiative
Business for Nature , and more
recently have supported the exciting
scheme UK Youth for Nature (Y4N).
These campaigns highlight the need
for resilient and diverse ecosystems
and put nature loss firmly on
the political agenda. As a major
employer in Bedfordshire, we are
an active participant in community
groups and seek to support local
initiatives and communities.

We are a long standing
supporter and sponsor
of The Wildlife Trust BCN.

Making products lighter and smaller and more efficient to transport,
can reduce environmental impact, as well as the financial cost
of moving goods around. We optimise this, working on case
configurations, pallet fills and reducing transport costs.
Additionally we look at product design to improve this,
from light-weighting, to optimising the shape and taper
of the product to increase space efficiency.
These design considerations can also increase space efficiency
on shelf. A good example is Stagione . This range has all the
capabilities and capacity of a round bowl, but improves the
space utilisation significantly.
®

By buying FSC® certified products,
you help take care of the world’s forests
FSC® CO41147 • www.fsc.org
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INTRODUCTION

We are OPRL members, to ensure
that we can verify our recycling
claims and support the wider
industry in enabling better
processes and provision for
recycling.

4.
End of life packaging disposal recycling and composting

3.
Reducing Food Waste

We start with the end in mind. We follow circular design principles in
our product development, balancing sustainability with functionality.
Product design is one of the key areas where we can make the
biggest contribution to Reduce & Recycle.
To do this, we:

The UN Sustainable Development Goal 12 is to halve
food waste by 2050.
Food packaging is needed to protect food, and in many instances
it is there to extend the shelf life of the product. However packaging
is only part of the story, and it is easy to forget the carbon impact
of the food itself. Major brands and the UK government are
backing systems to help consumers assess the environmental
impact of all products.
Food preservation is very important. Not only does it reduce the
impact of food waste but it also reduces transport emissions as
deliveries need to be made less frequently.

Colpac’s innovative
work with Modified Atmosphere
Packaging delivers the benefits
of this technology, whilst
minimising the amount
of fossil fuel based
plastic needed in
the pack.

• Choose our materials to ensure maximum efficiency in the
recycling process
• Reduce the use of hard to recycle elements where possible
• Work with the waste industry and other industry bodies to assess
and develop our products’ recyclability in practical terms

Our aim is to remove unnecessary plastic and reduce materials
where possible. Using recycled and recovered materials also helps
to conserve natural resources.
Food contamination is a significant issue for food packaging
recycling. Especially in food-to-go, delivery and ready-meal
packaging sectors, which are often disposed of contaminated
with food.
Changing consumer behaviour to avoid this, will be a challenging
and long-term process. In the meantime, we are working on a
long term project, to enable our customers to work with current
consumer behaviour, to provide options for this type of challenge,
which fit into current and future waste streams.
We have pioneered the use of compostable paperboard materials,
and we believe that these have a significant role to play, in getting
more circularity into the sectors, where food contamination is
significant.
The challenges for compostable materials have always been about
getting the waste to an appropriate facility to be dealt with and
aligning the right material with the right process.
We have some exciting collaborations in this area which we
believe can provide a solution for many of our customers.
If you would like to know more, please contact us.
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OUR BRANDS
& RANGES
Our brands and ranges consist of
paperboard food packaging solutions
suitable for the retail and foodservice
industries around the world.

• Recyclable and commercially
compostable EN13432 paperboard
• Commercially and home
compostable window
• Innovative water-based coating

TRAVEL
.....a pack

for all seasons

• FSC® certified paperboard
• Leakproof with tight fitting lids
• Suitable for microwave,
hot-hold and freezer
• Ultimate packaging solution
for delivery

MULTI-FOOD
POTS
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• The ideal packaging range
for food on the go
• 3 different closure options
- Clasp® Clip
- Clasp® Seal
- Clasp® Clip Pocket

INTRODUCTION

• Good insulation to keep the
food warmer for longer
• Ideal to eat straight from the
packaging
• Suitable for hot cabinets

rPet LIDS
MADE FROM

100%
RECYCLED
PLASTIC

• Optimum packaging for chilled food-to-go
• Grease resistant for dressings
• Tight fitting anti-mist 100% rPET lids

HEAT-SEAL
• One-touch lidded packaging solution
• Suitable for freezer, microwave, and
oven (2200C for 30 min)
• Suitable for hot-hold and delivery
with superb heat retention

MACHINERY
& LONGER LIFE
PACKAGING
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SANDWICH
PACKS
Sandwiches top the league tables as our
go to lunch option.
We offer an extensive range to cater for the variety
of sandwich options on the market. These range
from the traditional triangular sandwich skillet,
through wraps and baguettes to the growing arena
of hot sandwiches.
We have packs that offer options to recycle or
commercially compost as well as extend shelf life
reducing food waste. Please review the key for
more information on these options.

FRONT LOADING SANDWICH PACKS
Our front-loading sandwich packs offer options for standard and deep
fill sandwiches. These packs are perfect for hand filling with a simple
clip closure. Manufactured from printed kraft paperboard the outside
is wipeable to remove any external markings during filling. The window
is simple to remove, and the paperboard is recyclable.

SANDWICH PACKS
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

01ST21P1

Front Loading Standard
Sandwich Pack Kraft
Effect

White board, kraft effect print to
exterior. PLA window

123 x 52 x 123mm

500

01ST21P2

Front Loading Deep fill
Sandwich Pack Kraft
Effect

White board, kraft effect print to
exterior. PLA window

123 x 72 x 123mm

500

SANDWICH PACKS

REAR LOADING SANDWICH PACKS
We offer an extensive range of rear-loading sandwich packs
in a variety of sizes and materials. For example, for the
popular deep fill sandwich we have packs in traditional kraft
paperboard, white and Elegance design (pictured) as well as
in our Café Today and Zest™ ranges.

SANDWICH PACKS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01MST11K

Mini Sandwich Pack

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior. PLA
window

88 x 55 x 88mm

500

01ST11WK

52mm Kraft Rear Loading
Sandwich Pack

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior. PLA
window

123 x 52 x 123mm

500

01ST11W2

72mm Kraft Rear Loading
Sandwich Pack

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior. PLA
window

123 x 72 x 123mm

500

01ST11KC

Zest™ 72mm Rear
Loading Sandwich Pack

White board, kraft
effect print to
exterior. Cellulose
window

123 x 72 x 123mm

500

01ST11WP

72mm White Rear Loading White board. PLA
Sandwich Pack
window

123 x 72 x 123mm

500

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior. PLA
window

123 x 72 x 123mm

500

01ST11CB

Brown Earth 72mm Rear
Loading Sandwich Pack

01ST11CS

Slate Grey 72mm Rear
Loading Sandwich Pack

01ST11CK

Khaki Leaf 72mm rear
Loading Sandwich Pack

DIMENSIONS

01ST11EL

72mm Elegance Rear
Loading Sandwich Pack

White board,
printed design
to exterior. PLA
window

123 x 72 x 123mm

500

01ST11K3

82mm Kraft Rear Loading
Sandwich Pack

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior. PLA
window

123 x 82 x 123mm

500
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LONGER LIFE
SANDWICH
PACKS

The patented Appealable self-seal sandwich pack range can extend
the shelf life of a product beyond same day to 2 days without the
requirement of a sealing machine. The self-seal packs have an
adhesive strip that, once uncovered, seals the pack, providing tamper
evidence and reducing air flow to the sandwich within.

SELF-SEAL SANDWICH PACKS
SANDWICH PACKS
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DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

01ST50PT

Wildlife Appealable
Sandwich Pack

White board, printed design
to exterior. PLA window

125.5 x 75/65 x
125.5mm

500

01ST50PK

Kraft Appealable Sandwich
Pack

White board, kraft effect
print to exterior.
PLA window

125.5 x 75/65 x
125.5mm

500

*Dependant on contents

SANDWICH PACKS

The Zest™ Eco-Packaging range is a
sustainable packaging range for the retail
and food-service industries.
Sustainably sourced, the range uses the latest
in materials and manufacturing techniques
to minimise environmental impact.

Zest™ Eco-Packaging Credentials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainably sourced materials
Recyclable and commercially compostable paperboard
Commercially and home compostable window
Cellulose window provides superior clarity
and additional UV protection
Aqueous coating on the paperboard, for superior
grease and moisture resistance
Easily removable window
Printed kraft effect
Custom made print available

Same Day Sandwich Pack – page 15
Heat Seal Sandwich Packs – pages 18 & 21
Wrap Packs – pages 22 & 25
Salad Boxes – pages 33 & 34
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HEAT SEAL & MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE
SANDWICH PACKS
Packaging needs to protect, preserve and present the food
just how you want.
Packaging solutions such as heat seal, and modified atmosphere packaging (M.A.P.)
can extend the freshness for days (depending on contents). WRAP research has shown
that extending product life by just one day could save 250,000 tonnes of food waste in
the UK annually*. Additionally, the extended shelf life reduces the requirement for daily
distribution and can lessen the transport carbon footprint. Our extensive range
of heat seal and M.A.P. sandwich packaging are available as recyclable and/or
compostable packs, as well as in a variety of sizes.
A sealing machine is necessary for the secure sealing of these heat seal
and M.A.P. packs. Details of our machinery range can be found on
pages 90-107 of this catalogue.

HEAT SEAL SANDWICH PACKS
SANDWICH PACKS
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DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

01ST24Z6

Zest™ 68/58 Heat Seal
Sandwich Pack

White board, kraft effect print
to exterior. Cellulose window

125.5 x 68/58 x
125.5mm

500

01ST236K

68/56 Kraft Heat Seal
Sandwich Pack

Kraft board, white with PE
coating to interior. PET
window

119.5 x 68/56 x
119.5mm

500

01ST236P

68/56 Kraft Effect Heat
Seal Sandwich Pack

White board, kraft effect print
to exterior. PE coating to
interior. PET window

119.5 x 68/56 x
119.5mm

500

01ST23P6

68/56 Black Heat Seal
Sandwich Pack

White board, print to exterior.
PE coating to interior. PET
window

119.5 x 68/56 x
119.5mm

500

01ST24Z7

Zest™ 78/68 Heat Seal
Sandwich Pack

White board, kraft effect print
to exterior. Cellulose window

125.5 x 78/68 x
125.5mm

500

01ST2478

78/68 Heat Seal Sandwich
Pack

White board, kraft effect print
to exterior. PE coating to
interior. PET window

125.5 x 78/68 x
125.5mm

500

01ST23ZH

Zest™ Heat Seal Sandwich
Pack

White board, kraft effect print
to exterior. Cellulose window

119.5 x 77/65 x
119.5mm

500

01ST23CP

77/65 Kraft Heat Seal
Sandwich Pack

Kraft board, white with PE
coating to interior. PET
window

119.5 x 77/65 x
119.5mm

500

01ST237P

77/65 Kraft Effect Heat Seal
Sandwich Pack

White board, kraft effect print
to exterior. PE coating to
interior. PET window

119.5 x 77/65 x
119.5mm

500

01ST23P7

77/65 Black Heat Seal
Sandwich Pack

White board, print to exterior.
PE coating to interior. PET
window

119.5 x 77/65 x
119.5mm

500

*2015 WRAP report

Nonna

Each day refrigerated lorries transport freshly prepared food-to-go dishes
to hundreds of convenience stores, major supermarket chains, and
transport companies across Belgium and into France.

Belgium based Nonna produces almost four million
packs of fresh sandwiches, tortillas and salads each year.

SANDWICH PACKS

CASE STUDY

Guaranteeing a fresh product and maintaining the quality of the high-end
ingredients is paramount. Consequently, packaging and the way the packs
are sealed, plays a vital role. By working and selecting the right packaging
solutions, Nonna has consistently met its shelf life objectives, which in turn
has enabled its customers to sell more products over a longer period, while
dramatically reducing avoidable food waste.
To achieve this, a recyclable, Modified Atmosphere Packaging (M.A.P.)
sandwich pack was developed, printed with an eye-catching design with
a clear window for product visibility. To seal the packs a ColMAP™ Slalom
automatic sealing machine was installed. This machine has a sealing system
that replaces the oxygen within the sealed pack with a mixture of protective
gases to preserve the freshness of the product, extending shelf life by up to
10 days.
When Nonna looked to expand their offering
to include salads and tortillas, the solution was
a custom printed, recyclable Heat Seal Tortilla
Pack, with a ColSeal® SE1000 Sealing Machine,
which can extend the product shelf life by up
to 5 days.

M.A.P. Sandwich Pack

Heat Seal Wrap Pack

FRONT LOADING HEAT SEAL SANDWICH PACKS
BASES

LIDS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

01ST48K1

65/55 Heat Seal Sandwich Base

Kraft board, white with
PE coating to interior

125.5 x 65/55 x 125.5mm

500

01ST48K2

75/65 Heat Seal Sandwich Base

Kraft board, white with
PE coating to interior

125.5 x 75/65 x 125.5mm

500

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS
(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01ST48L1

65/55 Heat Seal Sandwich Lid

198.9 x 90mm

500

01ST48L2

75/65 Heat Seal Sandwich Lid

Kraft board, white with PE
coating to interior.
PET window

198.9 x 100mm

500

M.A.P. SANDWICH PACKS
SANDWICH PACKS

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

Kraft effect print to exterior.
White with plastic lamination
to interior

119.5 x 77/65 x 119.5mm

500

Kraft effect print to exterior.
White with plastic lamination
to interior

119.5 x 77/65 x 119.5mm

250

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

01ST29KE

M.A.P. Sandwich Pack 77/65
(End Opening)

01ST17K

M.A.P. Sandwich Pack 77/65
(Side Opening)

DIMENSIONS
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SQUARE CUT
SANDWICH
PACKS

SQUARE CUT SANDWICH PACKS
SANDWICH PACKS

CASE
QTY.

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

01SOFATR

Sofa Sandwich Tray

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

140/125 x 75/65 x
20/70mm

500

01ST61TK

Kraft Square Cut
Sandwich Pack

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior. PLA
window

125 x 77 x 72mm

500

01ST61TE

Elegance Square Cut
Sandwich Pack

White board, printed
design to exterior. PLA
window

125 x 77 x 72mm

500

Slate Grey Square Cut
Sandwich Pack

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior. PLA
window

125 x 77 x 72mm

500

01ST61CS
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DIMENSIONS

CODE

SANDWICH PACKS

SQUARE CUT SANDWICH PACKS
Ideal packs for protecting square cut sandwiches,
such as artisan bloomer bread slices and sour dough.
Something a bit different in the food-to-go sandwich
range, for those extra special hand made products.
There are several options in this range of packs to make square cut
sandwiches and rolls look great on the shelf with maximum visibility.
From an open tray for easy on the go eating, to heat sealed packs for
tamper evidence, and longer shelf life products. Whatever the product,
we have a sustainable packaging solution to suit.

CLASP® ROLL PACKS
PACKS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

04CP6K

Clasp® Seal Pie Sleeve

White board kraft print effect
to exterior. PP film

128/242 x Ø 115.5 x 55mm

500

04CPRO6K

Clasp® Clip Pocket Roll

Kraft board. PP film

Ø 99 - 103.5 x up to 160mm

1000

CLASP® SQUARE CUT SANDWICH PACKS
PACKS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01CSS6K

Clasp® Clip Square Cut
Sandwich

Recycled kraft board. PP film

120/320(inc. film) x 85 x 70mm

500

04BL6K

Clasp® Seal Bloomer Sleeve

White board kraft print effect
to exterior. PET film

120/250(inc. film) x 85/154 x 70mm

500

HEAT SEAL SQUARE CUT SANDWICH PACKS
SANDWICH PACKS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

01ST61ZH

Zest™ Heat Seal Square
Cut Sandwich Pack

White board, kraft effect print
to exterior. Cellulose window

125 x 77 x 72mm

500

01ST61HK

Heat Seal Square Cut
Sandwich Pack

White board, kraft effect print
to exterior. PE coating to
interior. PET window

125 x 77 x 72mm

500
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WRAP
PACKS

WRAP PACKS
WRAP PACKS

CODE

01TS5KC

01TS5TKR

01TS5TEL

01TS5TCB

01TS5TCS
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DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

Zest™ Wrap Pack

White board
kraft effect print
to exterior.
Cellulose window

90 x 50 x 90/121mm 500

Wrap Pack

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior.
PLA window

90 x 50 x 90/121mm 500

Elegance Wrap Pack

White board,
printed design
to exterior.
PLA window

90 x 50 x 90/121mm 500

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior.
PLA window

90 x 50 x 90/121mm 500

Brown Earth Wrap Pack

Slate Grey Wrap Pack

SANDWICH PACKS

WRAP PACKS
Our range of wrap packs reflects the growth in this market
sector in recent years, offering a variety of styles and
materials to suit your requirements.
The whole range offers huge flexibility for the presentation and protection
of wraps and tortillas. There are a wide variety of shapes and styles as well
as recyclable and compostable options to suit the sustainably conscious
consumer.
The range includes same day tuck top packs, wrap pots and heat seal wrap
packs which can extend product shelf life reducing food waste. It also
features our award-winning Zest™ Eco-Packaging range, with a same
day wrap pack, a wrap pot and heat seal wrap pack for longer shelf life.

LONGER LIFE WRAP PACKS
WRAP PACKS

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

90 x 50 x 90/121mm

500

White board, printed
design to exterior.
PLA window

90 x 50 x 90/121mm

500

Zest™ Heat Seal Wrap Pack

White board, kraft
effect print to exterior.
Cellulose window

90 x 50 x 90/121mm

500

Kraft Heat Seal Wrap Pack

White board, kraft effect
print to exterior. White
with PE coating to
interior. PET window

90 x 50 x 90/121mm

500

Heat Seal Wrap Pack

White board, with
printed design to
exterior. White with PE
coating to interior.
PET window

90 x 50 x 90/121mm

500

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01TS6SK

Clasp® Clip Single Wrap

Recycled kraft board.
PP film

Ø 43.5-50 x up to 165mm

500

01TS6DK

Clasp® Clip Double Wrap

Recycled kraft board.
PP film

Ø 75-88.5 x up to 155mm

500

04CPWR6K

Clasp® Clip Pocket Wrap

Kraft board. PP film

Ø 64 – 69 x up to 240mm

1000

CODE

DESCRIPTION

01TS5SPK

White board, kraft effect
Kraft Appealable Wrap Pack print to exterior.
PLA window

01TS5SPT

Wildlife Appealable Wrap
Pack

01TS5ZHS

01TS5HK

01TS5HB

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS

CLASP® WRAP PACKS
WRAP PACKS

DIMENSIONS
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WRAP PACKS

POCKETS AND SLEEVES
WRAP PACKS
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

01TS1KRA

Wrap Pocket

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

224 x 89mm

1000

01TS4WHI

White Wrap Sleeve

White board

225 x 103mm

1000

01TS4KRA

Kraft Wrap Sleeve

Kraft board, white to
interior

225 x 103mm

1000

SANDWICH PACKS

WRAP POTS AND SCOOPS
WRAP PACKS

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

04TCUPK

Kraft Wrap Pot

Kraft board, PE coating
to interior

Ø 80/60 x 70/110mm 1000

01TCUPWH

White Wrap Pot

White board, PE
coating to interior

Ø 80/60 x 70/110mm 1000

01TCUPZK

Zest™ Wrap Pot

White board, kraft
print to exterior. White
to interior

Ø 80/60 x 70/110mm 1000

01TS2KRA

Kraft Wrap Scoop

Kraft board, white to
interior

110 x 40 x 40/115mm

1000

01SG1PW

White Wrap Scoop

White board

81/70 x 49/43 x
71/107mm

1000

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01BA1KRA

Kraft Bagel Scoop

Kraft board, white to
interior

120 x 46 x 60/120mm

1000

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

04GRWKR

Kraft Greaseproof Paper

Kraft paper

400 x 315mm

500

SCOOP
SCOOP

DIMENSIONS

GREASEPROOF PAPER
PAPER
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BAGUETTE
PACKS

CLASP® BAGUETTE PACKS
PACKS
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01CBG6K

Clasp® Clip Baguette Tray

Recycled kraft board.
PP film

210/251.5 x Ø 55.5-61.75mm

500

04CPB6K

Clasp® Clip Pocket
Baguette

Kraft board.
PP film

162-303 x Ø 63.5-70mm

500

04BG6K

Clasp® Seal Baguette Tray

White board, kraft print to
exterior.
PET film

285/405 x 70/130 x 30mm

500

04SL6K

Clasp® Seal Baguette
Sleeve

White board, kraft print to
exterior.
PET film

213 x 78 x 48mm

500

SANDWICH PACKS

BAGUETTE
PACKS

BAGUETTE BOXES
BOXES

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

01BG2TTK

Baguette Box

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior. PLA
window

274/254 x 80/60
x 62mm

125

01BG2TEL

Elegance Baguette Box

White board with
printed design to
exterior. PLA window

274/254 x 80/60
x 62mm

125

01BG1HK

Heat Seal Baguette Box

White board, kraft print
to exterior. White with
PE coating to interior.
PET window

240/220 x 80/60
x 62mm

400

(L x W x H)

BAGUETTE TRAYS
TRAYS

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

01BG2RK

Open Baguette Tray

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

264/254 x 70/60 x
62/30mm

500

01BG2REL

Elegance Open Baguette
Tray

White board with
printed design to
exterior

264/254 x 70/60 x
62/30mm

500

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

04BGTBPE

Baguette Bag

Kraft paper, PE coating to
interior. PP window

350 x 100 x 50mm

1000

04BAGTBG

Compostable Baguette Bag Kraft paper. PLA window

370 x 110 x 50mm

1000

BAGUETTE BAGS
BAGS

BAGUETTE STRAP
STRAP

DIMENSIONS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

01BR14

Kraft/White Reversible Strap

Kraft board,
322 x 40/25mm
white to reverse

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

2000
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THE ALL-IN-ONE FILM TO PAPERBOARD PACK

The all-in-one Clasp® packaging range is ideal for food-to-go
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The combination of film attached to paperboard makes this a sturdy
pack which offers product protection and visibility.

Roll Packs – page 21

Simple and efficient to use, both during the packaging of the food
product and for the end customer to hold and transport.

Square Cut Sandwich Packs – page 21

Recyclable paperboard sleeves give strength to the packaging
and printability for brand awareness.

Wrap Packs – page 23

The film is easily removable from the paperboard for separate
disposal. Food is highly visible giving strong shelf appeal.

Baguette Packs – page 26

Clasp® Clip

Clasp® Seal

Clasp® Clip Pocket

• Fast and easy to fill and close

• Sealed closed with sealing machinery

• Simple to fill by hand

• Adjustable to fit various sized products

• High level of hygiene and security

• Pre-sealed ends and adjustable clip

• Add a label or tuck in the film

• Tamper evident closure

• Each individual product is safe and secure

SANDWICH PACKS

BAGS &
INSERTS

BAGS
BAGS

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

Compostable Medium Kraft paper. PLA
Sandwich Bag
window

210 x 210mm

1000

04BAGCPL

Compostable Large
Sandwich Bag

Kraft paper. PLA
window

250 x 250mm

1000

04BLBAGK

Kraft Bloomer Bag

Kraft paper, PE
coating to interior.
PP window

290 x 150 x 60mm

1000

Kraft Laminated
Deli Bag

White paper, kraft
printed effect to
exterior, white with
PP laminate to
interior

108 x 75 x 218mm

250

04SABAGK

Kraft Laminated
Sandwich Bag

White paper, kraft
printed effect to
exterior, white with
PP laminate to
interior

157 x 73 x 220mm

250

04SABAGE

Elegance Laminated
Sandwich Bag

White paper, printed
design to exterior,
white with PP
laminate to interior

157 x 73 x 220mm

250

04SBAGPI

Plastic rPET Sandwich
Bag Insert

rPET

150 x 102 x 65mm

1000

CODE

DESCRIPTION

04BAGCPM

04DBAGK

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS
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HOT SANDWICH
PACKS

SAVORI™ PILLOW PACKS
The Savori Pillow Packs are perfect for serving hot toasted sandwiches,
paninis, and breakfast baguettes. They are quick and easy to fill through the
tuck in side openings and with a clear window the food has superb on shelf
visibility. The material gives good insulation to keep food warmer for longer.
Indeed, it is suitable for hot cabinets for up to 4 hours at 850C. It is also
insulated to make eating straight from the packaging easier.
™

PILLOW PACKS
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Savori™
Clamshell
page 53

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

04SQPPK

Savori™ Square Hot Pillow
Pack

Kraft fluted board, PET
lamination to interior

200/145 x 150 x 55mm

250

04PNPPK

Savori™ Small Hot Pillow
Pack

Kraft fluted board, PET
lamination to interior

227/183 x 114 x 44mm

250

04BGPPK

Savori™ Large Hot Pillow
Pack

Kraft fluted board, PET
lamination to interior

285/230 x 110 x 55mm

250

≤ 85°

SANDWICH PACKS

Also
available
in white
Subject to minimum
order quantities

CONTACT GRILL BAGS

• Hygienic avoiding cross contamination
• No contact with the grill, the bread gets its
grilled stripes even through the bag
• Heat resistant FSC® paper
• Recyclable and compostable
• Microwave and oven heating
• Easy handling and serving
• Available in white and bespoke

Place sandwich in
bag for grilling
Place bag with sandwich in grill

GRILL BAGS
GRILL BAGS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

04OBAG1K

Contact Grill Bag 320mm

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

315 x 105 x 40mm

600

04OBAG2K

Contact Grill Bag 170mm

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

195 x 170 x 40mm

500

04OBAG3K

Contact Grill Bag 260mm

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

260 x 170 x 40mm

500

04OBAG4K

Contact Grill Bag 200mm
Rectangular

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

200 x 105 x 40mm

1000

04OBAG5K

Contact Grill Bag 170mm

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

170 x 160 x 40mm

600

Remove from grill once hot
and melted. Bread will have
grill stripes created through
the bag
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CHILLED
FOOD-TO-GO

SAME DAY SALAD BOXES
SALAD BOXES
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DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

01SP4KR

Kraft PE
Deep Salad
Box

Kraft board, white with
PE coating to interior. 129/95 x 119/85 x 85mm
PET window

900ml / 31.5 UK fl.oz 250

01SP1APK

Kraft PE
Medium
Salad Box

Kraft board, white with
PE coating to interior. 160/140 x 120/100 x 50mm
PET window

825ml / 29 UK fl.oz

250

01SP1AEL

Elegance
Salad Box

White board, printed
design to exterior.
White with PE coating
to interior. PET
window

825ml / 29 UK fl.oz

250

01SP2APK

Kraft PE
Large Salad
Box

Kraft board, white with
PE coating to interior. 200/180 x 120/100 x 50mm
PET window

160/140 x 120/100 x 50mm

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

CODE

1000 ml / 35 UK fl.oz 200

The Zest™ Eco-Packaging chilled food range
is a sustainable packaging range for the retail
and food-service industries

• Recyclable and sustainably sourced paperboard,
commercially compostable to EN13432
• Moisture and grease resistance achieved through
a water-based coating
• Cellulose window commercially compostable
to EN13432 home compostable certified

CHILLED FOOD-TO-GO

Zest™ Eco-Packaging
Chilled Food Range

• Over the edge window for maximum
content visibility
• Simple closure
• Quick release tab for easy opening

SAME DAY ZEST SALAD BOXES
ZEST BOXES

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

01SP8ZS

Zest™
Deli Box

White board,
kraft print effect
to exterior. White
with cellulose
lamination to
interior

80/60 x 80/60 x 70mm

250ml / 8.8 UK fl.oz

500

01SP7ZS

Zest™ Extra
Small Salad
Box

117/97 x 80/60 x 50mm

375ml / 13.2 UK fl.oz

250

01SP6ZS

Zest™ Small
Salad Box

135/115 x 90/70 x 50mm

500ml / 17 UK fl.oz

500

01SP1AZS

Zest™
Medium
Salad Box

160/140 x 120/100 x
50mm

825ml / 29 UK fl.oz

250

01SP4ZS

Zest™ Deep
Salad Box

129/95 x 119/85 x 85mm

900ml / 31.5 UK fl.oz

250

01SP2AZS

Zest™ Large
Salad Box

200/180 x 120/100 x 50mm 1000 ml / 35 UK fl.oz

200

CODE

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White to
interior. Cellulose
window
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LONGER LIFE
SALAD BOXES

HEAT SEAL & MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE SALAD BOXES
Packaging needs to protect, preserve, and present the food just how you want.
Packaging solutions such as heat seal and modified atmosphere packaging (M.A.P.) can extend the freshness for days (depending on contents).
WRAP 2015 research has shown that extending product life by just one day could save 250,000 tonnes of food waste in the UK annually.
Additionally the extended shelf life reduces the requirement for daily distribution and can lessen the transport carbon footprint.
A sealing machine is necessary for the secure sealing of heat seal, and M.A.P. packs. Details of our machinery range can be found
from page 90 of this catalogue.

SALAD BOXES

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

01SP1ASK

Appealable
Salad Box

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White to
interior. Cellulose
window

160/140 x 120/100 x 50mm

825ml /
29 UK fl.oz

250

01SP1ZH

Zest™ Heat
Seal Salad
Box

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White to
interior. Cellulose
window

160/140 x 120/100 x 50mm

825ml /
29 UK fl.oz

250

01SP1HK

Heat Seal
Salad Box

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White to
interior. PET window

160/140 x 120/100 x 50mm

825ml /
29 UK fl.oz

250

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White with
PE lamination to
interior

175/155 x 135/115 x 65mm

1340ml /
47 UK fl.oz

250

CODE

M.A.P. Salad
01SP3MAF
Box
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CHILLED FOOD-TO-GO

FEATURES
1. Paperboard base and 100% rPET anti-mist lid,
fused together

3

4
1

2. Easy to handle and ideally suited for both food
manufacturers and big volume caterers
3. Lid and base can be easily separated for recycling
4. Smooth lid is perfect for labelling
for branding or tamper-evidence

2

COMBIONE®
TRAYS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

01COMKRC

Combione®
Small Box

01COMKTB

Combione®
Medium Box

01COMKRA

Combione®
Large Box

MATERIAL

White board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with
PE coating to interior.
Anti-mist 100% rPET
lid attached

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

160/140 x 127/107 x 52mm

910ml /
32 UK fl.oz

200

190/170 x 147/127 x 45mm

1110ml /
39 UK fl.oz

200

190/170 x 147/127 x 52mm

1280ml /
45 UK fl.oz

200
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CASE STUDY
Greencore
Leading food manufacturer Greencore were looking
for a packaging solution for a customer, to showcase
their summer flatbread range.

Large Fuzione® was the ideal solution for the flatbread.
It offers a stable and flat base that can be filled on a
production line partnered with a tight-fitting, manually
applied lid. Labelling for the Chicken Tikka and Moroccan
Style flatbreads provides tamper-proofing as well as
showcasing the brand and detailing product ingredients
and nutritional information.
Sustainability was also key, and the ability for the consumer
to recycle the pack was a ‘must have’. Fuzione® fitted these
requirements.
The tray is FSC® certified and recyclable as paper/card,
and the anti-mist lid, is made from 100% rPET and is also
recyclable.
Fuzione® provides excellent on shelf impact due to its full
width clear lid and the product can be easily stacked for
optimised merchandising. The range
has been a summer hit for Greencore’s
customer introducing a welcome
alternative to the traditional sandwich
and showcasing vibrant tastes and
flavours.
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2

1

4

1. Corner grips create an easier
closure and tighter seal

CHILLED FOOD-TO-GO

MEDIUM AND LARGE
FUZIONE® FEATURES

2. Stack guides on all four sides
of the lid align multiple packs
for improved vertical stacking
and superb on-shelf impact
3. Improved aesthetics and opportunities
for custom branding/printing

3

4. Smooth lid is perfect for labelling
for branding or tamper-evidence

FUZIONE®
TRAYS

LIDS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

01FUZMNT

Fuzione® Mini Tray

MATERIAL

White board kraft
print effect to
exterior. White
with PE coating
to interior

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

108/95 x 89/74 x 40mm

330ml / 11.6 UK
fl.oz.

500

107/84 x 89/63 x 72mm

522ml / 18.4 UK
fl.oz

500

149/129 x 149/129 x 45mm

870ml / 30.6 UK
fl.oz

500

160/140 x 120/100 x 50mm

825ml / 29 UK fl.oz

500

190/170 x 140/120 x 45mm

1053 ml / 37 UK
fl.oz

500

01FUZST

Fuzione® Small Tray

01FUZSQT

Fuzione® Square Tray

01FUZBKM

Fuzione® Medium Tray

01FUZBKL

Fuzione® Large Tray

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

04FUZSLA

Fuzione® Small Anti-Mist Lid

Anti-mist 100% rPET lid

119 x 101 x 14mm

500

04FUZSQL

Fuzione® Square Anti-Mist Lid

Anti-mist 100% rPET lid

150 x 150 x 15mm

500

04FUZBML

Fuzione® Medium Anti-Mist Lid

Anti-mist 100% rPET lid

171 x 135 x 14mm

500

04FUZBLL

Fuzione® Large Anti-Mist Lid

Anti-mist 100% rPET lid

205 x 154 x 14mm

500

FSC® white board
kraft print effect
to exterior. White
to interior with PE
coating
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MULTI-FOOD
POTS

CASE STUDY
Pret A Manger
Pret A Manger were looking for a recyclable solution
for their high-end salad range, to present their fresh
ingredients with maximum visibility.
The packaging needed to represent the quality and
freshness of the food, within a sustainable packaging
solution and after a review of options a bespoke sized
multi-food pot was selected.
The Pret A Manger multi-food pot has a stable, rigid design
and is delivered nested, it is the perfect pack for back of
house efficiency, merchandising, and for the consumer.
It offers superior leak resistance even from oily dressings,
and is stackable for optimised on shelf display.
The pots showcase the Pret A Manger brand and the clean
white finish was chosen to offset the vibrant salads
inside and a backdrop to convey core brand values.
Pret has paired the pot with a separately sourced
flat rPET lid.
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CHILLED FOOD-TO-GO

MULTI-FOOD POTS
The multi-food pot is a popular packaging
option for the chilled food-to-go market.
We have recently started in-house UK
manufacturing of the 700ml and 1300ml
sizes and the smaller sizes will join them
in early 2022.
Key Attributes
• Recyclable base and lid
• Superior grease resistance
• Stable and easy to use
• Wide aperture for easy filling
• Artisan printed kraft exterior
• rPET lids on 550, 700 & 1300ml
• Easy to hand hold and eat from
• Simple to open and re-close

MULTI-FOOD POTS & LIDS
POTS

CODE

04KPT470

04KPT550

01KPT700

01KP1000

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

470ml MultiFood Pot & Lid

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White with
PE coating to interior.
PP lid

Pot: 112/94 Ø x 71/71mm
Lid: 111.5 Ø x 8.5mm

470ml/
17 UK fl.oz

500

550ml MultiFood Pot & Lid

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White with
PE coating to interior.
Anti-mist rPET lid

Pot: 142/125 Ø x 53/75mm 550ml/
Lid: 142 Ø x 27/23mm
20 UK fl.oz

250

700ml MultiFood Pot & Lid

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White with
PE coating to interior.
Anti-mist 100%
rPET lid

Pot: 145/125 Ø x
66/73mm
Lid: 153 Ø x 10mm

700ml/
25 UK fl.oz

150

1300ml MultiFood Pot & Lid

White board, kraft
print effect to
exterior. White with
PE coating to interior.
Anti-mist 100%
rPET lid

Pot: 180/158 Ø x
70/87mm
Lid: 190 Ø x 17mm

1300ml/
46 UK fl.oz

150
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STAGIONE

®

.....a pack

for all seasons

Stagione® - a pack for all seasons - is an award-winning
range offering seven different sizes – 150ml, 250ml,
500ml, 650ml, 750ml, 1000ml and 1250ml.
Due to its rigid construction, and unique shape, the Stagione® range
answers the need for easy to fill and stable packaging. The pack is ideal
for use in a kitchen as well as on a production line. Its nestable, rigid and
rolled-top construction means it can easily be lidded or heat sealed,
manually or mechanically.
The kraft artisan look and feel creates a strong on shelf impact
and supports the product’s sustainable credentials. These include
manufacture from FSC® certified paperboard and meeting the coating
levels required for recyclability.
The Stagione® range is designed to work across a wide variety of
markets. Featured here in our chilled food-to-go category there are
anti-mist rPET lids available for the 500-1000ml as well as the 150ml &
250ml, making this a perfect pack for high end salads and chilled dishes.
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BASES

LIDS

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
SIZE

FSC® certified Kraft
108/80 x 97/69 x
board, PP coating
33mm
to interior

150ml / 5.5 UK fl.oz

500

Stagione®
250ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
108/80 x 91/63 x
board, PP coating
50mm
to interior

250ml / 8.8 UK fl.oz

500

04SEB1K1

Stagione®
500ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/152 x 120/100
board, PP coating
x 41mm
to interior

500ml / 17.5 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB4K1

Stagione®
650ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/150 x 120/98 x
board, PP coating
51mm
to interior

650ml / 23 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB2K1

Stagione®
750ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/150 x 120/98 x
board, PP coating
57mm
to interior

750ml / 26 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB3K1

Stagione®
1000ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/146 x 120/94 x
board, PP coating
77mm
to interior

1000 ml / 35 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB7K1

Stagione®
1250ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/140 x 170/140
board, PP coating
x 75mm
to interior

1250 ml / 44 UK fl.oz

300

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

04SEB5K1

Stagione®
150ml
Kraft Base

04SEB6K1

DIMENSIONS
(L x W x H)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
SIZE

04SEL0P5

Stagione® 150-250ml
rPET Lid

Anti-mist rPET lid

108 x 80 x 9.5mm

500

04SEL0K1

Stagione® 5001000ml Kraft PP
Lining Lid

Kraft board, PP
170 x 120 x 18mm
coating to interior

300

04SEL0P1

Stagione® 5001000ml PP Lid

PP

172 x 120 x 10mm

300

04SEL0P4

Stagione® 5001000ml Anti-Mist
rPET Lid

100% rPET lid

175.5 x 125.5 x 90mm

300

04SEL0P6

Stagione® 1250ml
PP Lid

PP

170 x 170 x 11mm

300

≤ 85°

CHILLED FOOD-TO-GO

STAGIONE®

≤ 85°
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MICROWAVEABLE
POTS
Our range of microwaveable pots provide
the perfect hot cabinet solution for single
serve and sharing hot products such as soups,
broths, noodles, pasta, rice, and porridge.

CASE STUDY
NOODL PLUS
We have worked with one of Europe’s largest specialist food
companies to reach a new generation of customers with a sustainable
packaging solution for the launch of an innovative noodle brand.

Consequently, Westmill Foods required packaging which
would not only be able to carry its eye-catching designs but
would also meet the sustainable and convenience demands
of consumers.

Westmill Foods required packaging which would capture the attention of its
audience with its newly launched brand, NOODL PLUS. Infused with ingredients
such as charcoal, turmeric, and other super nutrients, Westmill Foods were also
appealing to the Instagram generation through NOODL PLUS with eye catching
visuals like pink beetroot noodles.

We've worked closely with Westmill Foods, who carried
out extensive testing, before selecting a 16oz souper pot
design. The PP coating eliminated the risk of leaks when the
consumer added water to the noodles. The entire pot,
including the lid is recyclable as one unit once any food
waste has been removed.
The pots were manufactured with a white base colour which
would effectively carry the striking black branding that
Westmill Foods had developed for NOODL PLUS, to offset
vivid product images. The pots were then heat sealed
before adding a paperboard lid which continued
the product branding.
A matt coating was the final touch
to complete the distinct brand of
the NOODL PLUS pots, which are
on sale in store and online
at Morrisons, Ocado,
and Amazon.
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The range of microwaveable souper pots are perfect for hot serve, hot
cabinets, and reheating in the microwave. We offer a variety of sizes with
options for single serve, or a larger container that can feed the family.

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

MICROWAVEABLE POTS

Compostable
Souper Pots
page 45

Easy to fill in a manufacturing environment or for serve and consume, with a stable base and wide
aperture and nested for space efficiency. They are perfect for pre-prep, as they can be reheated in
the microwave or kept in a hot cabinet upto 850C.
Ideal for delivery and takeaway with, leakproof barrier, good stability, and tight-fitting lids. Souper
pots retain heat well during transit and the hot lids are vented to let out condensation.
For the consumer, they are perfect for handheld food on the go, with a wide opening making these
pots easy to eat from and they can be can re-heated in the microwave for later consumption.
From a sustainability perspective the bases and paperboard lids meet the OPRL reduced tolerances
for fibre packaging from 2023, and the PP lids are recyclable in a separate waste stream.*

IDEAL FOR

HOT
CABINET

450ML
900ML

350ML

750ML
225ML

MICROWAVEABLE SOUPER POTS
POTS

LIDS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (Ø x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

04S8CPK

Microwaveable
225ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

90/75 Ø x 60mm

225ml/ 8 UK fl.oz

500

04S12CPK

Microwaveable
350ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

90/73 Ø x 86mm

350ml/ 12 UK fl.oz

500

04S16CPK

Microwaveable
450ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

97/75 Ø x 100mm

450ml/ 16 UK fl.oz

500

04S26CPK

Microwaveable
750ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

117/92 Ø x 110mm

750ml/ 26 UK fl.oz

500

04S32CPK

Microwaveable
900ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

117/92 Ø x 135mm

900ml/ 32 UK fl.oz

500

CODE

DESCRIPTION

04S12PLK

DIMENSIONS (Ø x H)

CASE QTY.

Microwaveable 225-350ml Kraft board with PP
Souper Kraft Lid
coating to interior

90 Ø x 15mm

500

04S12PLC

Microwaveable 225-350ml
PP
Souper PP Lid

90 Ø x 10mm

500

04S16PLK

Microwaveable 450ml
Souper Kraft Lid

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

97 Ø x 15mm

500

04S16PLC

Microwaveable 450ml
Souper PP Lid

PP

97 Ø x 15mm

500

04S2632L

Microwaveable 750900ml Souper Kraft Lid

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

117 Ø x 17mm

500

* All food waste should be removed prior to recycling

MATERIAL

≤ 85°

≤ 85°
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POTS

Savori™
Clamshell

Key Attributes
• Good insulation to keep the food
warmer for longer
• Ideal to eat straight from the packaging
• Suitable for hot cabinets
• Custom print available

page 53

SAVORI™ POTS
POTS

LIDS

44

CODE

DESCRIPTION

04HTP16K

Savori™ 450ml Hot Pot

04HTP26K

Savori™ 750ml Hot Pot

CODE

DESCRIPTION

04HTL16K

Savori™ 450ml Hot Pot Lid

04HTL26K

Savori™ 750ml Hot Pot Lid

MATERIAL

Kraft fluted board white
to interior.
PE coating to interior

DIMENSIONS (Ø x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

115/90 Ø x 75mm

450ml/ 16 UK fl.oz

250

150/128 Ø x 60mm

750ml/ 26 UK fl.oz

250

MATERIAL

White board PE coating to interior

DIMENSIONS (Ø x H)

CASE
QTY.

115 Ø x 16.5mm

250

150 Ø x 20mm

250

≤ 85°

≤ 85°

The Pocket Garden Club
Colpac’s compostable Souper Pots are being used
as a packaging solution for a new ‘grow-your-own’
micro vegetable and herb brand.

The Pocket Garden Club was created in March 2020, during the lockdown,
to enable anyone, regardless of available outdoor space, to sow, grow
and eat their own micro greens.

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

CASE STUDY

With a simple mission, The Pocket Garden Club’s ‘grow-your-own’ kits come
with organic soil, non-GMO seeds, and easy to follow guides for people to
harvest naturally grown micro greens straight from their homes.
Drawn to Colpac’s commitment to sustainability and compostable packaging
solutions, Pocket Garden Club opted for the compostable souper pot range.
Importantly the lining of the pot provides a leak proof barrier, so any plant
watering stays inside the pot. Additionally it is light and compact,
making it easy to post to customers cost effectively.
Branding was also important, and the Pocket Garden
Club opted to add labels to the products which is a
simple and cost-effective way of conveying a brand
identity. Further to this, they added an instruction label
to the inside of the lid showing how to sow and care
for the herbs.

COMPOSTABLE SOUPER POTS
POTS

LIDS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (Ø x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

04S08SCC

Compostable
225ml Souper Pot

White board, kraft print
effect to exterior. White to
interior with PLA coating

90/75 Ø x 60mm

225ml/ 8 UK fl.oz

500

04S12SCC

Compostable
350ml Souper Pot

White board, kraft print
effect to exterior. White to
interior with PLA coating

90/72 Ø x 86mm

350ml/ 12 UK fl.oz

500

04S16SCC

Compostable
450ml Souper Pot

White board, kraft print
effect to exterior. White to
interior with PLA coating

97/75 Ø x 100mm

450ml/ 16 UK fl.oz

500

04S26SCC

Compostable
750ml Souper Pot

White board, kraft print
effect to exterior. White to
interior with PLA coating

117/92 Ø x 110mm

750ml/ 26 UK fl.oz

500

04S32SCC

Compostable
900ml Souper Pot

White board, kraft print
effect to exterior. White to
interior with PLA coating

117/92 Ø x 135mm

900ml/ 32 UK fl.oz

500

CODE

DESCRIPTION

04S12CLC

Compostable 225-350ml
Souper Lid

04S16CLC

Compostable 450ml
Souper Lid

04S26CLC

Compostable 750-900ml
Souper Pot Lid

MATERIAL

White board, kraft print
effect to exterior. White to
interior with PLA coating

DIMENSIONS (Ø x H)

CASE QTY.

90 Ø x 15mm

500

97 Ø x 15mm

500

117 Ø x 17mm

500
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STAGIONE

®

.....a pack

for all seasons

Stagione® - a pack for all seasons - is an award winning
range offering seven different sizes – 150ml, 250ml,
500ml, 650ml, 750ml, 1000ml and 1250ml.
Due to its rigid construction, and unique shape, the Stagione® range
answers the need for easy to fill and stable packaging. The pack is ideal
for use in a kitchen as well as on a production line. Its nestable, rigid and
rolled-top construction means it can easily be lidded or heat sealed,
manually or mechanically.
The kraft artisan look and feel creates a strong on shelf impact
and supports the product’s sustainable credentials. These include
manufacture from FSC® certified paperboard and meeting the
coating levels required for recyclability.
The Stagione® range is designed to work across a wide variety of
markets. Featured here in our hot food-to-go category, the pack
can be used in hot cabinets and heated in the microwave.
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BASES

LIDS

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
SIZE

FSC® certified Kraft
108/80 x 97/69 x
board, PP coating
33mm
to interior

150ml / 5.5 UK fl.oz

500

Stagione®
250ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
108/80 x 91/63 x
board, PP coating
50mm
to interior

250ml / 8.8 UK fl.oz

500

04SEB1K1

Stagione®
500ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/152 x 120/100
board, PP coating
x 41mm
to interior

500ml / 17.5 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB4K1

Stagione®
650ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/150 x 120/98 x
board, PP coating
51mm
to interior

650ml / 23 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB2K1

Stagione®
750ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/150 x 120/98 x
board, PP coating
57mm
to interior

750ml / 26 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB3K1

Stagione®
1000ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/146 x 120/94 x
board, PP coating
77mm
to interior

1000 ml / 35 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB7K1

Stagione®
1250ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/140 x 170/140
board, PP coating
x 75mm
to interior

1250 ml / 44 UK fl.oz

300

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

04SEB5K1

Stagione®
150ml
Kraft Base

04SEB6K1

DIMENSIONS
(L x W x H)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
SIZE

04SEL0P5

Stagione® 150-250ml
rPET Lid

Anti-mist rPET lid

108 x 80 x 9.5mm

500

04SEL0K1

Stagione® 5001000ml Kraft PP
Lining Lid

Kraft board, PP
170 x 120 x 18mm
coating to interior

300

04SEL0P1

Stagione® 5001000ml PP Lid

PP

172 x 120 x 10mm

300

04SEL0P4

Stagione® 5001000ml Anti-Mist
rPET Lid

100% rPET lid

175.5 x 125.5 x 90mm

300

04SEL0P6

Stagione® 1250ml
PP Lid

PP

170 x 170 x 11mm

300

≤ 85°

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

STAGIONE®

≤ 85°
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BOXES

CASE STUDY
LK® Packaging
Our customer LK® Packaging were looking for a solution for
their READY CHEF GO!® range. A single pack format which could
showcase fresh appealing convenience food in sustainable and
recyclable packaging without compromising performance.

The paperboard packaging solution needed to be practical, high
performing and provide an on shelf eye-catching solution, for
customers that don’t have the time to create their own bespoke
packaging. The pack needed to offer consumers the ability to take
freshly prepared ingredients from the freezer and chilled cabinet
through to cooking in pack in an oven or microwave. Most importantly
there needed to be a window for visibility of the food inside the pack.
The original CookPac® same day design is manufactured from a PET
lined board which is ovenable, microwaveable and freezer safe. The
challenge was to create the window and maintain a pack that has
superior leak proof properties and features the ability to freeze, oven
heat, and microwave. We used its laminating expertise to fully
laminate the pack with a polyester film. The film used can withstand
temperatures as low as -94°F and can be used both in the microwave
and conventional ovens, where cooking is
typically at 428°F for 30 minutes.
The windowed Cookpac® for Ready Chef
Go!® is showcasing its innovative properties
as a finalist in the QSR/FPI Foodservice
Packaging Awards Innovation
in Manufacturing category.
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HOT FOOD-TO-GO

SAME-DAY
Key Attributes
• One-touch lidded packaging solution
• Printed kraft finish
• Suitable for freezer, microwave, and oven (2200C for 30 min)
• Suitable for hot-hold and delivery with superb heat retention
• 5 different sizes
• 700ml and 1060ml sizes also with windowed version, for product visibility
• Recyclable

COOKPAC SAME-DAY
BOXES

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

01CKPS1

Cookpac® 430ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

101/85 x 101/85
x 50mm

430ml /
15 UK fl.oz

500

01CKPS2

Cookpac® 580ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

116/100 x 116/100
x 50mm

580ml /
21 UK fl.oz

250

01CKPS3

Cookpac® 700ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

141/125 x 96/80
x 60mm

700ml /
25 UK fl.oz

200

01CKPS3W

Cookpac® 700ml
Same-day with
Window

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
laminate to interior

141/125 x 96/80
x 60mm

700ml /
25 UK fl.oz

200

01CKPS4

Cookpac®
1060ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

141/125 x 141/125
x 60mm

1060ml /
37 UK fl.oz

200

01CKPS4W

Cookpac® 1060ml
Same-day with
Window

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
laminate to interior

141/125 x 141/125
x 60mm

1060ml /
37 UK fl.oz

200

01CKPS5

Cookpac®
1540ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

201/185 x 141/125
x 60mm

1540ml /
54 UK fl.oz

200

HEAT
HEAT SEAL
The Cookpac® Heat Seal pack has been
developed to extend the shelf life for
products through heat sealing.
The pack can be used from freezer to oven and/or
microwave and is suitable for the retail markets.
Please ask your sales representative for more details.
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HOT FOOD-TO-GO
BOXES
Hot-Food-to-go has seen a huge upturn
in the last 2-3 years. From the expansion
of the hot hold market to cover all
mealtime options, to increased demand
for takeaway and delivered foods.
With a variety of styles and sizes, multi-food boxes
are the ideal solution for this market. Whether you
want to have a protein and salad or side in the
same packaging or you need the consumer to be
able to microwave at home or the office, we have
a solution for you.

TWO COMPARTMENT BOXES
BOXES

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

04CTB02K

Medium Two
Compartment Box

Kraft board, PE lined
interior

170/150 x 135/120 x 65mm

1050ml (380 / 670ml)

200

04CTB03K

Large Two
Compartment Box

Kraft board, PE lined
interior

230/200 x 155/140 x 65mm

1430ml (510 / 920ml)

200

TUCK TOP FOOD TUBS
TUBS
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE QTY.

04FT1

500ml White Food Tub

White board. PE
coating to interior

82/67 x 108mm

500ml / 17.5 UK fl.oz

500

04FT1K

500ml Kraft Food Tub

Kraft board. PE
coating to interior

81/73 x 100mm

500ml / 17.5 UK fl.oz

500

04FT2

750ml White Food Tub

White board. PE
coating to interior

99/79 x 98.5mm

750ml / 26 UK fl.oz

500

04FT2K

750ml Kraft Food Tub

Kraft board. PE
coating to interior

99/85 x 93mm

750ml / 26 UK fl.oz

500

04FT3

900ml White Food Tub

White board. PE
coating to interior

102/82 x 122.5mm

900ml / 32 UK fl.oz

500

BOXES

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

MICROWAVEABLE MULTI-FOOD BOXES
CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

01OR1MK

Microwaveable 750ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior, White with
PP coating to interior

118/84 x 97/63 x 92mm

750ml /
26 UK fl.oz

250

01OR1MW

Microwaveable 750ml
White Multi-Food Box

White board with PP
coating to interior

118/84 x 97/63 x 92mm

750ml /
26 UK fl.oz

250

01OR1MB

Microwaveable 750ml
Black Multi-Food Box

White board, printed
black to exterior,
118/84 x 97/63 x 92mm
White with PP coating
to interior

750ml /
26 UK fl.oz

250

01ORAMK

Microwaveable 800ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior. White with
PP coating to interior

125/110 x 118/90 x 64mm

800ml /
28 UK fl.oz

250

01OR2MK

Microwaveable 985ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior. White with
PP coating to interior

185/167 x 103/90 x 58mm

985ml /
34.5 UK fl.oz

250

01OR2MW

Microwaveable 985ml
White Multi-Food Box

White board, with PP
coating to interior

185/167 x 103/90 x 58mm

985ml /
34.5 UK fl.oz

250

01OR2MB

Microwaveable 985ml
Black Multi-Food Box

White board printed
black to exterior.
185/167 x 103/90 x 58mm
White with PP coating
to interior

985ml /
34.5 UK fl.oz

250

01ORBMK

Microwaveable 1250ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior. White with
PP coating to interior

170/150 x 135/120 x 65mm

1250ml /
45 UK fl.oz

250

01OR3MK

Microwaveable 1950ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior. White with
PP coating to interior

216/198 x 156/141 x 63.5mm

1950ml /
68 UK fl.oz

200

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

COMPOSTABLE MULTI-FOOD BOXES
BOXES

CODE

DESCRIPTION

04OR1CP

Compostable 750ml
Multi-Food Box

118/84 x 97/63 x 92mm

750ml / 26 UK fl.oz

250

04ORACP

Compostable 800ml
Multi-Food Box

125/110 x 118/90 x 64mm

800ml / 28 UK fl.oz

250

04OR2CP

Compostable 985ml
Multi-Food Box

White board, kraft
print effect to
185/167 x 103/90 x 58mm
exterior. White with
PLA coating to interior

04ORBCP

Compostable 1250ml
Multi-Food Box

170/150 x 135/120 x 65mm

1250ml / 45 UK fl.oz

250

04OR3CP

Compostable 1950ml
Multi-Food Box

216/198 x 159/141 x 63.5mm

1950ml / 68 UK fl.oz

200

985ml / 34.5 UK fl.oz 250
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BOXES

SWAP & STACK!

SIX BOX COMBINATIONS
FROM
3 TRAYS
Use as a stand alone tray or combine these

INTERCHANGEABLE

TOWER TRAYS™

interchangeable trays to create a ‘tower box’.

‘CLIP’
BOXES
BOXES

52

CODE

DESCRIPTION

01TR1KR

Small Kraft Tower Tray™

01TR2KR

Medium Kraft Tower Tray™

01TR3KR

Large Kraft Tower Tray™

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

122/106 x 114/106 x 36/29.5mm 500
Recycled kraft board to
exterior, white to interior

122/103 x 114/103 x 47.5/37mm

500

122/100 x 114/100 x 55.5/48mm 500

BOXES

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01CSB1AK

Medium Kraft Clamshell

Recycled kraft
board

108/89 x 108/89 x 70mm

250

01CSB1BK

Large Kraft Clamshell

Recycled kraft board.

135/115 x 125/105 x 75mm

250

01CSB1BS

Large Ssupa Snax
Clamshell

White board printed
design to exterior

135/115 x 125/105 x 75mm

250

04CSB1CK

Savori™ Hot Food
Clamshell

Kraft fluted board.
White to interior. PET
laminated interior

155/135 x 125/105 x 76mm

250

≤ 85°

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

BOXES

BOXES
BOXES

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

01FC0WH

Small White
Food Box

White board

144 x 85 x 60mm

730ml /
20 UK fl.oz

500

01FC0S

Small Ssupa
Snax Food Box

White board printed
design to exterior

144 x 85 x 60mm

730ml /
20 UK fl.oz

500

01BC2WH

White Square
Food Box

White board

130 x 130 x 62mm

1000 ml /
35 UK fl.oz

500

04HFBOX

Savori™ Hot
Food Box

Kraft fluted board.
150/120 x 130/100 x
White to interior. PET
75mm
laminated interior

1160ml /
40 UK fl.oz

125

01FC1WH

Medium White
Food Box

White board

178 x 106 x 70mm

1320ml /
46 UK fl.oz

500

01FC1S

Medium Ssupa
Snax Box

White board printed
design to exterior

178 x 106 x 70mm

1320ml /
46 UK fl.oz

500

01FC3WH

Large White
Food Box

White board

228 x 125 x 78mm

2220ml /
78 UK fl.oz

250

01FC3S

Large Ssupa
Snax Box

White board printed
design to exterior

228 x 125 x 78mm

2220ml /
78 UK fl.oz

250

01FCB3KR

Kraft MultiFood Box

Recycled kraft board

250/220 x 125/95 x
60mm

1550ml /
54 UK fl.oz

150

01FCB3N

Newsprint
Multi-Food
Box

White board printed
design to exterior

250/220 x 125/95 x
60mm

1550ml /
54 UK fl.oz

150

≤ 85°
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BOXES &
TRAYS

MICROWAVE BOXES
BOXES

LIDS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

01MWVBXS

Small
Microwavable
Box Base

Our Microwave boxes offer a leak proof webbed base
construction with a matching windowed lid.
Both are suitable for the microwave and hot cabinets. They provide the
perfect vehicle for hot food on the go such as macaroni and cheese.

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

125/110 x 125/110 x 46mm

550ml / 20 UK fl.oz

500

155/140 x 155/140 x 46mm

800ml / 28 UK fl.oz

500

White board, kraft
effect print to exterior.
White with PP coating
to interior

01MWVBXM

Medium
Microwavable
Box Base

CODE

DESCRIPTION

01MWVLDS

Small Microwavable Box Lid

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

127 x 127 x 25mm

500

157 x 157 x 25mm

500

White board, printed kraft to
exterior. PP coated interior
01MWVLDM
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≤ 85°

Medium Microwavable Box Lid

≤ 85°

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

OPEN TRAYS
Open trays are the perfect vehicle for food-on-the-go,
whether it be a tray of nachos or wings at a festival, or fish
and chips by the seaside. We offer a variety of sizes and
styles from a natural kraft finish to our newsprint design.
Our Savori™ tray offers superior barrier properties through its PET lining and
a fluted kraft exterior, making it ideal for noodles and pastas on the go.

OPEN TRAYS
TRAYS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01CSTCK

Small Kraft Tray

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

124/100 x 87/63 x 42mm

500

01CSTDK

Medium Kraft Tray

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

148/110 x 139/110 x 42mm

500

01CSTDB

Medium Black Tray

White board, printed
black to exterior

148/110 x 139/110 x 42mm

500

04SOTSQK

Savori™ Square Tray

Kraft fluted board.
White to interior. PET
laminated interior

150/125 x 150/125 x 60mm

250

01WTBLKR

Large Black/Kraft
Webbed Tray

Recycled kraft board
printed black to
interior

220/195 x 145/115 x 45mm

250

01FCB1KR

Large Kraft Tray

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

220/190 x 115/85 x 45mm

250

01FCB1N

Large Newsprint Tray

White board, printed
newspaper design to
exterior

220/190 x 115/85 x 45mm

250

01FCB2N

Extra Large Newsprint
Tray

White board, printed
newspaper design to
exterior

275/245 x 135/105 x 45mm

250

C-VIS® MICROWAVEABLE BOX
TRAY & LID

- Easy to separate component parts for recycling.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

04CVWMT

C-vis®
Microwaveable
Tray

PP tray white board
with kraft effect
print attached to
exterior

198/183 x 110/95 x 51mm

900ml/
31.5 UK
fl.oz

250

04CVISML

C-vis® Lid

PP

220 x 132 x 17mm

n/a

250

01CVS2IW

C-vis® 2
Compartment
Insert

White board with
PET coating

278/180 x 114/93 x
49.5mm

n/a

250
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TRAYS

SLICE TRAYS
TRAYS

56

Pizza is a food-to-go favourite everywhere. Our options
for individual pizza slices include both open tray and
lidded design for eat now or later.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01PT1S

Ssupa Snax Slice Tray

White board,
printed design
to exterior

172 x 180mm

1000

01PT1LKR

Kraft Slice Tray With Lid

Recycled kraft
board

190 x 165 x 40mm

500

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

OPEN ENDED TRAYS
Open ended trays are one of the most versatile
food-to-go packs, suitable for anything from a
hot dog or sub roll to a sausage roll or baguette.
Hot or cold, there is a suitable size and design.

TRAYS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01HD1S

7" Ssupa Snax Open
Ended Tray

White board,
printed design
to exterior

179 x 42 x 40mm

1000

01HD1KR

7" Kraft Open Ended Tray

Recycled kraft
board

179 x 42 x 40mm

1000

01HD2S

9" Ssupa Snax Open
Ended Tray

White board,
printed design
to exterior

230 x 70 x 50mm

1000

01HD2KR

9" Kraft Open Ended Tray

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior

230 x 70 x 50mm

1000

01HD3KR

10" Kraft Open Ended
Tray

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior

250 x 80 x 50mm

500

GREASEPROOF PAPER
PAPER

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

04GRWN

Newsprint Greaseproof Paper

Greaseproof paper

400 x 305mm

500

04GRWKR

Kraft Greaseproof Paper

Greaseproof paper

400 x 315mm

500
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CONES
& SCOOPS

CONES
Cones are the ultimate packs for
hand held food-on-the-go. As well
as the traditional newsprint and kraft
cones, we offer cones with a dipping
corner, perfect for sweet or savoury
sauces.

CONES

58

Food
Boxes
page 53

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

279 x 168mm

500

Large Kraft Cone With Dip Corner

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

354 x 212mm

500

04CC1N

Small Newsprint Paper Cone

White board, printed
design to exterior

183 x 151mm

1000

01CO1S

Small Ssupa Snax Cone

White board, printed
design to exterior

147 x 210mm

500

01CO2S

Large Ssupa Snax Cone

White board, printed
design to exterior

186 x 265mm

500

01CC1KR

Small Kraft Paper Cone

Kraft paper

183 x 151mm

1000

01CO1KR

Small Kraft Cone

Recycled kraft board,
white to interior

147 x 210mm

500

01CREPE

White Cone

White board

33/146 x 151mm

1000

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

01COS1KR

Small Kraft Cone With Dip Corner

01COS2KR

DIMENSIONS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

01PCBOEN

850ml Popcorn/Sweet Carton

White board,
printed design
to exterior

86/62 x 86/62 x 155mm

850ml / 30 UK fl.oz

500

01PCBO1E

White board,
1170 ml Popcorn/Sweet Carton printed design
to exterior

92/63 x 92/63 x 195mm

1170ml / 41 UK fl.oz

500

01PCBO2E

1695ml Popcorn/Sweet Carton

112/82 x 112/82 x 180mm

1695ml / 59 UK fl.oz

500

White board,
printed design
to exterior

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

CARTONS

SCOOPS
The scoop is perhaps one of the most
recognisable food-to-go packs. We offer a
range of sizes and designs that are suitable
for fries, wedges and even vegetable snacks.
The scoop has a stable base as well as fitting
the hand conveniently for eating on the go.

SCOOPS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01TDIPKR

Kraft Carton With Dip Corner

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior

74/53.5 x 74/53.5 x 80.5/150mm

500

01SG1KRA

Medium Kraft Scoop

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior

81/70 x 49/43 x 71/107mm

1000

01SG1JKR

Large Kraft Scoop

Recycled kraft
board, white
to interior

81/70 x 49/43 x 71/122mm

1000

01SG1SS

Small Ssupa Snax Scoop

80/64 x 38/34 x 64/98mm

1000

81/70 x 49/43 x 71/107mm

1000

81/70 x 49/43 x 71/122mm

1000

01SG1S

Medium Ssupa Snax Scoop

01SG1JS

Large Ssupa Snax Scoop

White board,
printed design
to exterior
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HOT SANDWICH
PACKS

SAVORI™ PILLOW PACKS
The Savori Pillow Packs are perfect for serving hot toasted sandwiches,
paninis, and breakfast baguettes. They are quick and easy to fill through the
tuck in side openings and with a clear window the food has superb on shelf
visibility. The material gives good insulation to keep food warmer for longer.
Indeed, it is suitable for hot cabinets for up to 4 hours at 850C. It is also
insulated to make eating straight from the packaging easier.
™

PILLOW PACKS
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Savori™
Clamshell
page 53

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

04SQPPK

Savori™ Square Hot Pillow
Pack

Kraft fluted board, PET
lamination to interior

200/145 x 150 x 55mm

250

04PNPPK

Savori™ Small Hot Pillow
Pack

Kraft fluted board, PET
lamination to interior

227/183 x 114 x 44mm

250

04BGPPK

Savori™ Large Hot Pillow
Pack

Kraft fluted board, PET
lamination to interior

285/230 x 110 x 55mm

250

≤ 85°

HOT FOOD-TO-GO

Also
available
in white
Subject to minimum
order quantities

CONTACT GRILL BAGS

• Hygienic avoiding cross contamination
• No contact with the grill, the bread gets its
grilled stripes even through the bag
• Heat resistant FSC® paper
• Recyclable and compostable
• Microwave and oven heating
• Easy handling and serving
• Available in white and bespoke

Place sandwich in
bag for grilling
Place bag with sandwich in grill

GRILL BAGS
GRILL BAGS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

04OBAG1K

Contact Grill Bag 320mm

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

315 x 105 x 40mm

600

04OBAG2K

Contact Grill Bag 170mm

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

195 x 170 x 40mm

500

04OBAG3K

Contact Grill Bag 260mm

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

260 x 170 x 40mm

500

04OBAG4K

Contact Grill Bag 200mm
Rectangular

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

200 x 105 x 40mm

1000

04OBAG5K

Contact Grill Bag 170mm

FSC® kraft paper,
silicone lining

170 x 160 x 40mm

600

Remove from grill once hot
and melted. Bread will have
grill stripes created through
the bag
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DELIVERED FOOD

CASE STUDY
Pret A Manger
Pret A Manger wanted to develop their delivered
food range whilst meeting their strategic
sustainability goal to reduce unnecessary plastic.

Their brief was to create a platter with the flexibility to present the widest
range of their famous freshly prepared food, using the smallest number
of parts. It had to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

unique and reflect the quality of Pret’s food
a kraft finish reflecting a sustainable material and Pret’s Brand
simple and quick to assemble
space efficient, to minimise storage and transport
strong enough to protect up to 3 Kg
present foods beautifully
fit a range of recycling options across the world
carry a wide range of foods
flat-packed for efficient transport and storage

The platter’s simple construction belies the detailed work to make its double
walled frame simple and easy for Pret’s team to assemble in their kitchens
around the globe quickly and cleanly; whilst also being strong enough for it to
be used as a tray for consumers to pass around spill free.
The platters are manufactured from sustainably sourced
materials, and are recyclable. They deliver on all the
functional customer and consumer needs for strength,
storage and transport efficiency, ease of use, visibility,
and protection.
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DELIVERED FOOD

Delivered food is a booming market, and this
is set to continue.
Platters have seen an evolution in their use over the last 18 months and
are now not just for the traditional office buffet, but also for room service,
cream teas and salads for one or to share. We have launched two new sizes to
cater for these markets, the extra small and small platter boxes with window.
Beyond this, the demand for secure and heat retaining solutions for
takeaways and delivered food has boomed. Our solutions such as
multi-food boxes and award winning Stagione® offer the option to fill
easily, retain heat and have some venting to reduce condensation.

LET’S DO LUNCH PLATTERS
BASES / INSERTS

SLEEVES

BOXES

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01PLTLQI

Large Platter
Quarter Insert

Kraft board, white to interior.

230/210 x 162/142 x 75 mm

50

01PLTLHI

Large Platter
Half Insert

Kraft board, white to interior.

324/304 x 230/210 x 75 mm

50

01PLTMBS

Medium Platter Base

Kraft board, white to interior.

367/347 x 257/237 x 78 mm

25

01PLTLBS

Large Platter Base

Kraft board, white to interior.

467/447 x 328/308 x 78 mm

25

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01PLTMWS

Medium Platter
Sleeve With Window

Kraft board, white to interior.
Cellulose window.

402 x 260 x 82.5 mm

25

01PLTLWS

Large Platter Sleeve
With Window

Kraft board, white to interior.
Cellulose window.

502 x 331 x 82.5 mm

25

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01PLEXTS

Extra Small Platter
Box With Window

Kraft board, white to interior.
Cellulose window.

240 x 164 x 76.5mm

50

01PLTSTS

Small Platter Box
With Window

Kraft board, white to interior.
Cellulose window.

334 x 232 x 76.5mm

50

01PLTMTS

Medium Platter Box
With Window

Kraft board, white to interior.
Cellulose window.

402 x 260 x 82.5 mm

25

01PLTLTS

Large Platter Box
With Window

Kraft board, white to interior.
Cellulose window.

482 x 331 x 82.5 mm

25
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COMBINATION
PLATTERS

COMBINATION PLATTERS
BASES

LIDS
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01LDLMBS

Medium Combination
Platter Base

Kraft board,
white to interior

338/367 x 220/250 x 82mm

25

01PLVIZB

Large Combination
Platter Base

Kraft board

418/447 x 278/308 x 82mm

25

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

04LDLML

Medium Combination
Platter Lid

rPET Lid

338/367 x 220/250 x 82mm

25

04PLVIZL

Large Combination
Platter Lid

rPET Lid

454 x 316 x 86.5mm

25

DELIVERED FOOD

Vizione® is a stylish alternative for delivered
food. With 3 different sizes the packs can cater
for individual buffets, salads or desserts up to
large sharing platters. With an rPET lid both the
base and the lid are recyclable once separated.
The pack has an over the edge window for
increased visibility and is easy to stack either
on shelf or for delivery.

VIZIONE
BASES

LIDS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01VIZTFS

Vizione® Small Pack

Kraft board, with PP
laminate to interior

203 x 113 x 37/22mm

200

01VIZTFM

Vizione® Medium Pack

Kraft board, with PP
laminate to interior

185 x 145 x 55/29mm

200

01VIZTFL

Vizione® Large Pack

Kraft board, with PP
laminate to interior

255 x 225 x 82/32mm

125

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

04VIZLFS

Vizione® Small Lid

rPET

217 x 113 x 41mm

200

04VIZLFM

Vizione® Medium Lid

rPET

200 x 156 x 58mm

200

04VIZLFL

Vizione® Large Lid

rPET

270 x 236 x 86mm

125
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MICROWAVEABLE POTS
The range of microwavable souper pots are perfect for delivered food
and offer consumers the option to reheat in the microwave. We offer
a variety of sizes with options for single serve, or a larger container
that can feed the family.
Easy to fill in a manufacturing environment or for serve and consume, with a stable base and wide
aperture and nested for space efficiency. Ideal for delivery and takeaway with, leak-proof barrier,
good stability, and tight-fitting lids. Souper pots retain heat well during transit and the hot lids are
vented to let out condensation.
For the consumer, they are perfect for handheld food on the go, with a wide opening making these
pots easy to eat from and they can be can re-heated in the microwave for later consumption.
From a sustainability perspective the bases and paperboard lids meet the OPRL reduced tolerances
for fibre packaging from 2023, and the PP lids are recyclable in a separate waste stream.*

IDEAL FOR

HOT
CABINET

450ML
900ML

350ML

750ML
225ML

MICROWAVEABLE SOUPER POTS
POTS

LIDS
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (Ø x H)

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

04S8CPK

Microwaveable
225ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

90/75 Ø x 60mm

225ml/ 8 UK fl.oz

500

04S12CPK

Microwaveable
350ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

90/77 Ø x 86mm

350ml/ 12 UK fl.oz

500

04S16CPK

Microwaveable
450ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

97/75 Ø x 100mm

450ml/ 16 UK fl.oz

500

04S26CPK

Microwaveable
750ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

117/92 Ø x 110mm

750ml/ 26 UK fl.oz

500

04S32CPK

Microwaveable
900ml Souper Pot

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

117/92 Ø x 135mm

900ml/ 32 UK fl.oz

500

CODE

DESCRIPTION

04S12PLK

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (Ø x H)

CASE QTY.

Microwaveable 225-350ml Kraft board with PP
Souper Kraft Lid
coating to interior

90 Ø x 15mm

500

04S12PLC

Microwaveable 225-350ml
PP
Souper PP Lid

90 Ø x 15mm

500

04S16PLK

Microwaveable 450ml
Souper Kraft Lid

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

97 Ø x 16mm

500

04S16PLC

Microwaveable 450ml
Souper PP Lid

PP

97 Ø x 16mm

500

04S2632L

Microwaveable 750900ml Souper Kraft Lid

Kraft board with PP
coating to interior

117 Ø x 17mm

500

≤ 85°

≤ 85°

* All food waste should be removed prior to recycling

DELIVERED FOOD

.....a pack

for all seasons

The Stagione® range is designed to work across a wide
variety of markets.
Featured here in our delivered food category, the pack has been rigorously
tested by our customers for the take home and takeaway markets. The pack
and lids retain heat whilst featuring vent holes to keep condensation levels
down, meaning food is delivered in optimum condition. The packs stack
neatly in delivery bags for secure transportation, so food arrives as intended.

STAGIONE®
BASES

LIDS

VOLUME / CAPACITY

CASE
SIZE

FSC® certified Kraft
108/80 x 97/69 x
board, PP coating
33mm
to interior

150ml / 5.5 UK fl.oz

500

Stagione®
250ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
108/80 x 91/63 x
board, PP coating
50mm
to interior

250ml / 8.8 UK fl.oz

500

04SEB1K1

Stagione®
500ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/152 x 120/100
board, PP coating
x 41mm
to interior

500ml / 17.5 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB4K1

Stagione®
650ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/150 x 120/98 x
board, PP coating
51mm
to interior

650ml / 23 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB2K1

Stagione®
750ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/150 x 120/98 x
board, PP coating
57mm
to interior

750ml / 26 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB3K1

Stagione®
1000ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/146 x 120/94 x
board, PP coating
77mm
to interior

1000 ml / 35 UK fl.oz

300

04SEB7K1

Stagione®
1250ml
Kraft Base

FSC® certified Kraft
170/140 x 170/140
board, PP coating
x 75mm
to interior

1250 ml / 44 UK fl.oz

300

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

04SEB5K1

Stagione®
150ml
Kraft Base

04SEB6K1

DIMENSIONS
(L x W x H)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE
SIZE

04SEL0P5

Stagione® 150-250ml
rPET Lid

Anti-mist rPET lid

108 x 80 x 9.5mm

500

04SEL0K1

Stagione® 500- 1000ml
Kraft PP Lining Lid

Kraft board, PP
170 x 120 x 18mm
coating to interior

300

04SEL0P1

Stagione® 5001000ml PP Lid

PP

172 x 120 x 10mm

300

04SEL0P4

Stagione® 500- 1000ml
Anti-Mist rPET Lid

100% rPET lid

175.5 x 125.5 x 90mm

300

04SEL0P6

Stagione® 1250ml
PP Lid

PP

170 x 170 x 11mm

300

≤ 85°

≤ 85°
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DELIVERED
FOOD
BOXES

SAME-DAY
BOXES
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

01CKPS1

Cookpac® 430ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

101/85 x 101/85
x 50mm

430ml /
15 UK fl.oz

500

01CKPS2

Cookpac® 580ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

116/100 x 116/100
x 50mm

580ml /
21 UK fl.oz

250

01CKPS3

Cookpac® 700ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

141/125 x 96/80
x 60mm

700ml /
25 UK fl.oz

200

01CKPS3W

Cookpac® 700ml
Same-day with
Window

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
laminate to interior

141/125 x 96/80
x 60mm

700ml /
25 UK fl.oz

200

01CKPS4

Cookpac®
1060ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

141/125 x 141/125
x 60mm

1060ml /
37 UK fl.oz

200

01CKPS4W

Cookpac® 1060ml
Same-day with
Window

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
laminate to interior

141/125 x 141/125
x 60mm

1060ml /
37 UK fl.oz

200

01CKPS5

Cookpac®
1540ml
Same-day

Ovenable white board
kraft print effect to
exterior. White with PET
coating to interior

201/185 x 141/125
x 60mm

1540ml /
54 UK fl.oz

200

DELIVERED FOOD

With the appetite for delivered food increasing
our Cookpac® and multi-food boxes are an
ideal solution.
With choices of ovenable and/or microwaveable materials
these versatile boxes are able to be reheated if required
once they reach the customers’ home.
Manufactured from superior paperboard, these packs are
leak proof, self venting and stackable, making them superb
for delivered food.

MICROWAVEABLE MULTI-FOOD BOXES
BOXES

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

01OR1MK

Microwaveable 750ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior, White with
PP coating to interior

118/84 x 97/63 x 92mm

750ml /
26 UK fl.oz

250

01OR1MW

Microwaveable 750ml
White Multi-Food Box

White board with PP
coating to interior

118/84 x 97/63 x 92mm

750ml /
26 UK fl.oz

250

01OR1MB

Microwaveable 750ml
Black Multi-Food Box

White board, printed
black to exterior,
118/84 x 97/63 x 92mm
White with PP coating
to interior

750ml /
26 UK fl.oz

250

01ORAMK

Microwaveable 800ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior. White with
PP coating to interior

125/110 x 118/90 x 64mm

800ml /
28 UK fl.oz

250

01OR2MK

Microwaveable 985ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior. White with
PP coating to interior

185/167 x 103/90 x 58mm

985ml /
34.5 UK fl.oz

250

01OR2MW

Microwaveable 985ml
White Multi-Food Box

White board, with PP
coating to interior

185/167 x 103/90 x 58mm

985ml /
34.5 UK fl.oz

250

01OR2MB

Microwaveable 985ml
Black Multi-Food Box

White board printed
black to exterior.
185/167 x 103/90 x 58mm
White with PP coating
to interior

985ml /
34.5 UK fl.oz

250

01ORBMK

Microwaveable 1250ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior. White with
PP coating to interior

170/150 x 135/120 x 65mm

1250ml /
45 UK fl.oz

250

01OR3MK

Microwaveable 1950ml
Kraft Multi-Food Box

Kraft board to
exterior. White with
PP coating to interior

216/198 x 156/141 x 63.5mm

1950ml /
68 UK fl.oz

200
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TRAVEL

This range provides a more focused
approach to packaging for the travel
sector, suitable for air, rail and sea.
It’s in stock and ready to go!
With our range of stock products for the travel sector
there will be no wait or extended delivery times for
listed products.
Response times are minimised with design and
manufacturing under one roof. Our solution provides
true flexibility to meet your needs and delivery
expectations.
Manufactured from recyclable and compostable
paperboard, the boxes are perfect for first and
second serve options as well as retail snacks.
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STREAMLINED
DESIGN
to fit standard in-flight
tray/trolley

Our range of meal boxes are specifically designed and sized to
fit Atlas style trays and disposable larders. Each product has a
diagram that demonstrates this sizing.

1/4

1/3

1/4

1/2

TRAVEL

CUSTOM
DESIGNS

and construction
available

TRAVEL BOXES
BOXES

VOLUME /
CAPACITY

CASE
QTY.

250/230 x 95/75 x 52mm

1061ml/
35.9 UK
fl.oz

200

White board, printed
design to exterior

250/230 x 115/95 x 52mm

1310ml/
44.3 UK
fl.oz

150

1/2 Travel Nested
Meal Box

White board, printed
design to exterior

250/230 x 172/152 x 52mm

2022ml /
68.4 UK
fl.oz

100

1/4 Travel Retail
Snack Box

White board, printed
design to exterior

152 x 82 x 50mm

620ml/
21 UK
fl.oz

500

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

01TVQFT

1/4 Travel Nested
Meal Box

White board, printed
design to exterior

01TVTFT

1/3 Travel Nested
Meal Box

01TVHTT

01TVRB3

Many of our other stock items are also good
options for travel catering. For example, our
Stagione® boxes fit neatly into this bespoke
pack for airline trays.
Check out page 46 for the complete Stagione® range.
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BAKERY
Discover our range of products for the
bakery market, from single cake slice
boxes to cupcake/muffin boxes.
Delicious pastries and cakes deserve the right
display. If you can’t find what you are looking for,
please ask about our bespoke options for this
diverse market.

CAKE BOXES
BOXES
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(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

White board with PE coating
to interior. PET window

80 x 80 x 80mm

500

Medium Cake Box & Insert

White board with PE coating
to interior. PET window

150 x 150 x 75mm

250

Large Cake Box & Insert

White board with PE coating
to interior. PET window

225 x 150 x 75mm

250

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

01CAKE1

Small Cake Box

01CAKE4

01CAKE6

DIMENSIONS

BAKERY

CARRY PACKS
CARRY PACKS

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

01CPOKRA

Medium Kraft Carry Pack

Kraft board

228 x 122 x 97/150
(incl. handle) mm

125

01CPOPLW

Medium White Carry Pack

White board

228 x 122 x 97/150
(incl. handle) mm

125

01CP1KR

Large Kraft Carry Pack

Kraft board

265 x 128 x 180/233
(incl. handle) mm

125

01CP1PL

Large White Carry Pack

White board

265 x 128 x 180/233
(incl. handle) mm

125

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

04DBAGK

Kraft Laminated Deli Bag

White paper kraft effect print to
exterior, white with PP laminate to
interior

108 x 75 x 218mm

250

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

01SPIECE

Small Kraft Cake Slice

Recycled kraft board to
exterior, white to interior.
PLA window

155 x 65 x 50mm

500

01LPIECE

Large Kraft Cake Slice

Recycled kraft board to
exterior, white to interior.
PLA window

145 x 85 x 90mm

500

01HOMESW

Kraft Home Sweet
Home Box

Recycled kraft board to
exterior, white to interior.
PLA window

185 x 88 x 74mm

500

01SCB1

Small Kraft Cake Box

Recycled kraft board to
exterior, white to interior.
PLA window

94/86 x 53/45 x 42mm

500

BAG
BAG

DIMENSIONS

CAKE BOXES
BOXES

DIMENSIONS
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DRINKS

CUP CARRIERS
CUP CARRIERS

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

DIMENSIONS

CASE
QTY.

04MPT2CT

Two Cup Carrier

Formed pulp paper fibre

218 x 114 x 48mm

250

04MPT4CT

Four Cup Carrier

Formed pulp paper fibre

217 x 217 x 48mm

250

DIMENSIONS

CUP WRAPS
CUP WRAPS
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

(L x W x H)

CASE
QTY.

04SCCB

Small Kraft Cup Wrap

Kraft fluted board

115/97 x 58mm

1000

04MCCB

Medium Kraft Cup Wrap

Kraft fluted board

120/105 x 60mm

1000

04LCCB

Large Kraft Cup Wrap

Kraft fluted board

125/105 x 67mm

1000

DRINKS & LABELS

LABELS

Adding a label to a pack can make it stand out on shelf.
We recognise that your brand is tied up with your packaging and appreciate
how important this is.
Fully printed bespoke packaging is not always a viable option,
particularly when dealing with lots of different recipes within a range.
This is where labelling can come into play.
Labels are a cost-effective way of:
•
•
•
•
•

Conveying your brand identity
Providing tamper evidence
Increasing hygiene through secure closure
Communicating how to dispose of the packaging
Listing ingredients and allergens for Natasha’s Law

We are here to work with you and your team to understand your situation. Taking a collaborative approach our in-house design
team can work with you to design your labels to work with our packaging.
There are many varied labelling options from clear matt effect that will let the packaging materials shine through to high gloss
stand out labels to shout out your brand. Talk to our team to find out what is right for you.
We also have a range of simple kraft labels available subject to minimum order quantities.
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PARTY
Our party range showcases some of the
most vibrant designs in the party arena.
From the ever popular Jungle Lion &
Friends, through dinosaurs, space aliens,
seasonal meal boxes to a rainbow of
colours, we have something that will
appeal to everyone.

The Party range includes meal boxes, games, and combi trays, ideal for parties, catering and events.
Designed and manufactured in the UK, our food safe party range meets the needs of your celebrations.
The range is made from sustainable materials and is FSC®
certified, including the cardboard games and toys.
Working to reduce plastic, our games and toy range for kits, are made
from FSC® certified paperboard. The kits include pop-out build your own
animals, finger puppets, a dinosaur matching pairs game, colouring books
and sheets, and masks and hats*.

Key Attributes
®

• FSC certified paperboard meal boxes and games and toys**
• Printed on commercially compostable and recyclable paperboard
• Food safe certified
• Variety of designs to suit a wide range of ages
*Dependant on meal box kit
**Excludes Woodland, kraft, metallic meal boxes and combi trays
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PARTY

KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 FSC® card game sheets
1 A2 poster

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK68

Dinosaurs Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 3 box designs)

01MBDINO

Dinosaurs Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed
design to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 3 box designs)

03DINCRD

Dinosaur Card Game

FSC® Kraft Board printed
design to both sides

297 x 210mm

100 sheets

KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 FSC® finger puppet toy sheets
100 packs of crayons
1 A2 poster

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK73

Bugs ‘n’ Slugs Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 3 box designs)

01MBBUGS

Bugs ‘n’ Slugs Meal Boxes

FSC® White board,printed design
to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 3 box designs)

03BNSCRD

Bugs ‘n’ Slugs Finger Puppets
2 sided sheet, 1 side colour-in,
1 side printed

FSC® Kraft board,printed design
to both sides

297 x 210mm

100 sheets

03CRAYON

Pack of Four Crayons

Wax crayons

Box: 39 x 95 x 9mm

100
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KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 puzzle books
100 packs of crayons
1 A2 poster

CODE
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DESCRIPTION
TM

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACKD2

Jungle Lion Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 6 box designs)

01MBJUNM

Jungle LionTM Meal Boxes

FSC® White board,printed
design to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 6 box designs)

03JUNCOL

Jungle LionTM Puzzle Fun Books

White board cover, white
paper pages

130 x 130mm

100 (2 book designs)

03CRAYON

Pack of Four Crayons

Wax crayons

Box: 39 x 95 x 9mm

100

01JEEP

Jungle LionTM Jeep

White board,printed design to
exterior

240 x 120 x 103mm

250

PARTY

KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 colour in sheets
100 packs of crayons
1 A2 poster

CODE

DESCRIPTION
TM

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK59

Colour-in Jungle Lion Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 6 box designs)

01MBJCOL

Colour-in Jungle LionTM Meal Boxes

FSC® White board,printed
design to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 3 box designs)

03JUNCL1

Jungle Lion TM Colour-in sheet

White paper

297 x 210mm

100 sheets

03CRAYON

Pack of Four Crayons

Wax crayons

Box: 39 x 95 x 9mm

100
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KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 FSC® finger puppet toy sheets
100 packs of crayons
1 A2 poster
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK70

Under the Sea Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 6 box designs)

01MBUNDE

Under the Sea Meal Boxes

FSC® White board,printed
design to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 6 box designs)

03SEACRD

Under the Sea Finger Puppets
2 sided sheet, 1 side colour-in,
1 side printed

FSC® Kraft board,printed
design to both sides

297 x 210mm

100 Sheets

03CRAYON

Pack of Four Crayons

Wax crayons

Box: 39 x 95 x 9mm

100

PARTY

KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 Activity books
100 packs of crayons
1 A2 poster

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK57

The Tucker Team Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 6 box designs)

01MBAUST

The Tucker Team Meal Boxes

FSC® White board,printed
design to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 6 box designs)

03AUSCOL

The Tucker Team Activity Books

White board cover, white
paper pages

130 x 130mm

100

03CRAYON

Pack of Four Crayons

Wax crayons

Box: 39 x 95 x 9mm

100
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KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 FSC® pop out and build toy sheets
1 A2 poster

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK72

Farm Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 3 box designs)

01MBFARM

Farm Meal Boxes

FSC® White board,printed design
to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 3 box designs)

03FRMCRD

Pop Out and Build Farm Animals

FSC® Kraft board, printed design
on white side

297 x 210mm

100 sheets (mixed designs)

KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 FSC® card hats & masks
1 A2 poster
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK71

Pirate Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 3 box designs)

01MBPIRA

Pirate Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed to
the exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 3 box designs)

03PIRCRD

Pirate Hats & Masks

FSC® White board, printed to
the exterior

Various

100 (mix of 3 designs)

PARTY

KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 FSC® pop out and build toy sheets
1 A2 poster

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK69

Wild life Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 3 box designs)

01MBWILD

Wild Life Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed
design to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 3 box designs)

03WLDCRD

Pop out & build Wild Life Animals

FSC® Kraft Board printed 1 side

297 x 210mm

100 sheets

KIT INCLUDES:
100 FSC® meal boxes
100 activity books & crayons
1 A2 poster

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

03PACK51

Teddy Bears Kit

Various

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

100 (mix of 3 box designs)

01MBTEDD

Teddy Bears Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed to
the exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250 (mix of 3 box designs)

03TEDDBK

Teddy Bears Activity Book

White board cover, white
paper pages

130 x 130mm

100

03CRAYON

Pack of Four Crayons

Wax crayons

Box: 39 x 95 x 9mm

100
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PARTY

5

6

7

MEAL BOXES
BOXES

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

FSC® White board, printed

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

1

01MBALIE

Space Aliens Meal Boxes

2

01MBCIRC

Circus Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed
152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm 250 (mix of 3 box designs)
design to the exterior

3

01MBWOOD

Woodland Meal Boxes

Kraft board, printed
design to the exterior

4

01MBCREA

Creature Club® Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed
152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm 250 (mix of 6 box designs)
design to the exterior

5

01MBHAL

‘Spooky Time’ Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed
152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm 250 (mix of 3 box designs)
design to the exterior

6

01MBXMS

Christmas Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed
152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm 250 (mix of 3 box designs)
design to the exterior

7

01MBESTR

Easter Meal Boxes

FSC® White board, printed
152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm 250 (mix of 3 box designs)
design to the exterior

design to the exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm 250 (mix of 3 box designs)

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm 250 (mix of 3 box designs)
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1
BOXES

2

4

3

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

1

01MBSPOT

Spotty Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
design to the exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

2

01MBFOOT

Football Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
design to the exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

3

01MBUNIO

Union Jack Flag Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
design to the exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

4

01MBTREA

Treasure Chest Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
design to the exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

METALLIC
MEAL BOXES
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

01MBSILM

Silver Metallic Meal Box

White board,foil laminated
to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

01BMGOLM

Gold Metallic Meal Box

White board,foil laminated
to exterior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

PARTY

COLOURED
MEAL BOXES

BOXES

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

1

01MBWHIT

White Meal Box

FSC® White board

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

2

01MBKRAF

Kraft Meal Box

Kraft board to exterior
white to interior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

3

01MBBLAC

Black Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interior

4

01MBRED

Red Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

5

01MBORAN

Orange Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interior

6

01MBYELL

Yellow Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

7

01MBLIME

Lime Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interiorr

8

01MBBLUE

Blue Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

9

01MBLBLU

Light Blue Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interior

10

01MBPURP

Purple Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

Pink Meal Box

FSC® White board, printed
colour to exterior, white to
interior

152/143 x 100/94 x 102mm

250

11

01MBPINK
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COMBI TRAYS
1

2

3

4
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PARTY
5

6

7

COMBI CODE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)

CASE QTY.

1

01JEEP

Jungle Lion™ Jeep

White board, printed
design to the exterior

240 x 120 x 103mm

250

2

01CINCOA

Cinderella Coach

White board, printed
design to the exterior

240 x 120 x 103mm

250

3

01BOAT

Sun ‘n’ Fun Boat

White board, printed
design to the exterior

320 x 120 x 100mm

250

4

01PIR1

Pirate Galleon

White board, printed
design to the exterior

319 x 120 x 90mm

250

5

01YC1

Yellow Taxi Cab

White board, printed
design to the exterior

295 x 120 x 55mm

250

6

01BM1RE

Red Convertible

White board, printed
design to the exterior

295 x 120 x 55mm

250

7

01PCAD3

Pink Limo

White board, printed
design to the exterior

295 x 120 x 55mm

250
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MACHINERY

PACKAGING AND
FOOD WASTE
Alongside our extensive packaging expertise,
We offer a range of machinery options to
enhance the shelf life of packaging contents.
Food waste is a huge issue with over 10 million tonnes
of food wasted annually in the UK alone.
Packaging is indispensable for the food industry. The key
role for any packaging solution is to protect and preserve
the product as well as sell it. Packaging can extend the
freshness for days (depending on contents). This extension
of shelf life works through reducing the contents exposure
to oxygen thus preserving the product. WRAP research has
shown that extending product life by just one day could
save 250,000 tonnes of food waste in the UK annually.

OUR PROCESS

Understand shelf life
requirements for product
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Recommend packaging

Recommend machine
and tooling

MACHINERY

Food waste occurs throughout
the supply chain, from the
production stage to final
household consumption.

FAO, UN - Oct 2019

Trial/testing
at your site
(where possible)

Customer laboratory
testing for shelf life
performance

Agree machine
specification

Full production
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HEAT SEAL
PACKAGING

Over 10% of our stock products are suitable
for heat sealing with many more adaptable
should it be required. We offer specialised
machinery to accomplish this, from tabletop
units for small enterprises to in-line higher
volume tray and conveyor sealers for
food manufacturers.
As pioneers of heat seal technology, we are constantly
evolving our packaging and machinery offering. This
includes sourcing and trialling new materials. The latter,
demonstrated by our Zest™ Heat Seal Eco-Packaging
range (www.colpacpackaging.com/zest) where a heat
seal is achieved without the need for additional plastic
or laminates, making it one of our most sustainable
ranges. Our Stagione® range, a unique shaped pack,
can be sealed to provide tamper evidence without
labels (www.colpacpackaging.com/stagione).
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MACHINERY

Choosing the right packaging and
sealing machinery may appear
challenging. We are here to help, using
our in-depth knowledge and carrying
out full training with you.
We are committed to finding the right packaging
solution for you and your customer. The right
machinery can help to increase productivity and
efficiency back of house, or on a production line.

Talk to our sales team about how we
can help.

HEAT SEAL PACKAGING

SANDWICH PACKS
Pages 18 & 21

CLASP
Pages 21 & 26

WRAP PACKS
Page 23

BAGUETTE PACKS

SALAD BOXES

Page 27

Page 34

TRAYS

POTS

Page 46

Page 44
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ColSealTM Impulse Sealer
The ColSealTM Impulse Sealer is a manual,

Clamp seal
operation

hand operated clamp sealer suitable for our
Clasp® products and other bag and lay-flat
tube packaging. Ideal for baguettes, paninis,

Integral sliding cutter
blade built into the
machine to allow
seal or seal and cut

sandwiches, pies, toasties and lots more.
It is quick and efficient to set up and use
in back of store, catering, and production
environments or for demonstration usage.

SCAN TO
WATCH VIDEO

Adjustable seal time

The Impulse Sealer can seal:

Baguette bags

Film to board packs

Features and benefits

Technical data

• Simple machine with easy clamp sealing operation

Order code

08KFC200

• Supplied with integral sliding cutter blade built into
the machine to allow seal or seal and cut

Production speed

variable

Sealing area capacity

• Light weight, can be bench or work surface mounted
near to a single phase domestic 230 volt socket

Length up to 200mm
in width, optional
300mm available

Dimensions

310 x 80 x 140mm

• Teflon covered hot wire impulse sealer

Weight

2kg

• 1mm wide seal

Power

230 volt x 1 phase
x 50Hz

Air Supply

no air needed

• Specifically designed to seal and cut bags
and lay-flat tubes

• Supplied with spare blade and sealing wire
• Easy to clean
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MACHINERY
ColSealTM Auto Cup & Pot Sealer
The ColSealTM Auto Cup & Pot Sealer is a stainless steel
semi-automatic cup and pot sealing machine system,
designed specifically for back of store, delicatessen
and cafe sandwich shops.
The ColSealTM Auto Cup and Pot Sealer is built to
‘film lid and seal’ onto paperboard and plastic cups
and pots in two machine sizes:
08COLCUA - seals 82mm and 97mm diameter cups
and pots with a profile cut film lid of 102mm diameter.
08COLCUB - seals 110mm and 117mm diameter cups
and pots with a profile cut film lid of 122mm diameter.

SCAN TO
WATCH VIDEO

Cup holding tool plate

With supplied adaptor, the
Auto Cup & Pot Sealer can seal:
Ideal for sealing
our Cups & Pots
with a standard
heat seal film
Savori™
Hot Pots

Souper
Cups

470ml Multifood pot

PET/PP cups

Features and benefits

Technical data

• Seals ‘film lids’ onto paperboard cups and pots as
well as plastic cups (PET/PP) for tamper proof seal
• Suitable for sealing different sized products:
08COLCUA: 8, 12 and 16oz cups and pots
08COLCUB: KPT470, HTP16K, 04S26CPK,
04S32CPK
• Simple to load and unload allowing operators
to be in production within a few minutes
• Light weight, can be work bench or counter
top mounted
• Automatic film wind with adjustable feed
• Single cycle and auto continuous cycle selection
• Simple base tool, easily removed for wash down
and change over
• Interchangeable tool drawer collars
• Variable temperature control
• Continuous cycle count display (zeroed if needed)

Order codes

08COLCUA
(Ø 82-97mm cup/pot diameter)
08COLCUB
(Ø 110-117mm cup/pot diameter)

Production speed

variable and automatic cycle,
up to 400 units per hour,
subject to load and reload

Sealing capacity

Top plate, fixed diameter
100mm or 130mm

Dimensions

400 x 380 x 600mm

Weight

25kg

Heat seal top
plate with circular
cutting tool

Ø 82-97mm (08COLCUA)
or Ø 110-117mm (08COLCUB)

Power

230 volt x 1phase x 50Hz x 13amp

Air supply

no air needed

Teflon coated, sizes
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ColSealTM SR230
Lightweight and flexible, the ColSealTM SR230
Sealer is an efficient and easily transportable
‘plug and play’ film sealer.
Ideal for profile sealing of variable sized food
pots, including soups and noodle dishes, meal
trays and portion meals with specific thumb
tab for easy peel off lids. The ColSealTM SR230
Sealer is constructed from food grade S304
stainless steel, aluminium, and nylon for simple
and easy hygienic wipe down.

Cups, Pots & Trays
can be sealed
with profile
thumb tabs for
easy opening

SCAN TO
WATCH VIDEO

With fixed size film sealing, the SR230 Sealer can seal any one of:

Hot Pots

Souper Cups

Multi-food
pots

Stagione®

Film-liddable packs

Features and benefits

Technical data

• Option: profiles tailor-made, seal and cut mechanism

Order code

08SR230

• Easy to use machine with adjustable seal temperature

Production speed

variable, up to 400 units
per hour, subject to
load and reload

Sealing area capacity

190 x 200 x 95(h)mm
(film width 200mm
max.)

Dimensions

320 x 500 x 460mm

Weight

25kg

• Simple change over of film, uses a magnetic clamp
film pull through for each film cycle

Heat seal plate

Teflon coated,
not interchangeable

• Optional film sealer with adjustable height
and under tray support, can be supplied

Power

230 volt x 1phase x 800W

Air supply

no air needed

• Light weight, mobile, can fit on any work bench
or counter top near to a single phase domestic
230 volt socket
• Operator can be in production in a few minutes
• Easy to clean food grade S304 stainless steel
and nylon
• Each machine specified for individual requirements
with a fixed size film sealing head and tool drawer

• Can be used to seal plastic trays
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C-vis® Trays

MACHINERY

ColSealTM Maxi
The ColSealTM Maxi is a hand operated
multi-functional heat and film sealer
for packaging such as sandwich packs, salad
boxes, and trays. This small and light weight
sealer offers versatility with two different
pack sizes within the same tooling drawer.
The ColSealTM Maxi is predominantly stainless
steel and ideal for use in coffee shops, retail
outlets and catering companies.

Rotatable
tool plate

SCAN TO
AVAILABLE
WITH FILM
SEALING
OPTION

Optional double sided tool
allows for two different pack
sizes to be sealed.

WATCH VIDEO

With interchangeable tool drawer, the Maxi Sealer can seal:

Trays

Stagione®

ZestTM Heat Seal and Heat seal packaging range

Film-liddable
packs

Laminated
sandwich packs

Features and benefits

Technical data

• Option: two different pack sizes within the
same tooling drawer which is easily removed
and rotated 180 degrees (see image)

Order code

08MAXI

Production speed

variable, up to 400 units
per hour, subject to
load and reload

Sealing capacity

200 x 260mm

Dimensions

550 x 270 x 310mm

Weight

21kg

Heat seal plate

Teflon coated,
not interchangeable

Power

230 volt x 1phase

Air supply

no air needed

• Easy to use machine with adjustable seal temperature
• Light weight, mobile, can fit on any work bench
or counter top near to a single phase domestic
230 volt socket
• Operator can be in production in a few minutes
• Easy to clean food grade S304 stainless steel
• Optional film sealing
• Seals our heat seal range and PP trays
• Can be used to seal plastic trays
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Film
sealing options
available for

3 Stagione
3 Trays

®

ColSealTM PGINOX
The ColSealTM PGINOX is a pneumatically operated sealer.
This production model can either be bench mounted or
supplied with a floor standing base frame.
It is suitable for sealing multiple packs within the tool plate.
Removable panel
access to optional
compressor

SCAN TO
WATCH VIDEO

Compressor
in base unit
(08PGCOM)

Bench Model

With interchangeable tooling, the PGINOX Sealer can seal:

Trays
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Stagione®

Film-liddable
packs

ZestTM Heat Seal and Heat seal packaging range

Laminated
sandwich packs

Features and benefits

Technical data

• Easy to use machine with adjustable
temperature control
• Mobile option or compressor mounted inside base
• Easy to clean stainless steel S304 and removable
side panel
• Operator can be in production in a few minutes
• Base tooling drawer allows easy change
over for other sizes
• Multi pocket base tool available (subject to product)
• Seals our paperboard heat seal range and
lidding film onto PP trays and open lid cartons
• Safety e-stop fitted
• Illuminated cycle sequence (indication light)
• Can be used to seal plastic trays
• Top tool interchangeable from flat to profile seal
and cut options
• Film seal options for trays with thumb tab easy
opening
• Film sealing options available for compostable
trays, paperboard trays, pots and tubs.

Order code

08PGINLB (bench model)
08BASEPG (base)
08PGCOM (compressor)

Production speed

upto 6 cycles/min

Sealing area
capacity

320 x 420mm wide

Dimensions

Bench model: 600 x 600 x 450mm
With base: 600 x 600 x 1480mm

Weight

80kg

Heat seal plate

Teflon coated, flat plate,
not interchangeable

Power

230 volt x 1ph

Air supply

6 bar clean dry air - compressor
supplied separately or customer
supply compressed air

MACHINERY

ColSealTM Electro Mec
The ColSeal® Electro Mec sealer is operational without
the need for compressed air. Suitable for sealing
paperboard packaging with an integrated paperboard
lids and offers a film sealing option for trays and pots.
The unit can be bench mounted, or a base can be
ordered to make this a floor-standing model.

NO NEED FOR
COMPRESSED
AIR SUPPLY
SCAN TO
WATCH VIDEO

Tooling storage
in base unit

Bench Model
With interchangeable tooling, the Electromec Sealer can seal:

Trays

Stagione®

ZestTM Heat Seal and Heat seal packaging range

Film-liddable
packs

Laminated
sandwich packs

Features and benefits

Technical data

• Easy to use machine with adjustable temperature and
seal time control
• Bench or floor standing mobile with lockable casters
• Easy to clean stainless steel S304 with removable
panels
• Interlock safety rear panel for top tool access and
change over top tool plate
• Top tool interchangeable from flat to profile seal and
cut options
• Multi pocket base tool drawer for heat seal
packaging, tray sealing, pot sealing
• Film seal options for trays with thumb tab easy
opening
• Safety E-stop fitted
• Seal cycle indicator light
• Fully electric cycle – no air needed
• Film sealing options available for compostable trays,
paperboard trays, pots and tubs.

Order code

08ELECTR (bench model)
08BASEPG (base)

Production speed

upto 6 cycles/min

Sealing area
capacity

320 x 420mm wide

Dimensions

Bench model: 520 x 620 x
700mm
With base: 520 x 620 x
1500mm

Weight

60kg (bench model) / 115kg
(with base)

Heat seal plate

Teflon coated, flat plate,
or profile film seal and cut

Power

230 volt x 1ph

Air supply

No air required
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ColSealTM SL1200
The ColSeal® SL1200 Automatic Sealer is a conveyor lidder, sealing and film
sealing machine for paperboard packaging.
It runs at 20 cycles per minutes and features adjustable tooling. Suitable
for sandwich, wrap, salad and baguette packs. The sealing plate has Teflon
coating and the sealing area capacity is 170 x 195mm.
The SL1200 weighs 378kg and features both feet and wheels for maximum
flexibility. This sealer requires a single 3 phase socket (415 volt, 50 Hz,
16 amp) and clean air supply at 6 bar pressure, if not supplied with
a compressor and 9CFM.
This is a very flexible machine with options to suit your specification.
There are longer length conveyor options available for larger manufacturers.
Standard construction is left-to-right operation, however, a right-to-left
operation is also available on request. In addition, a film sealing unit and
a date coder can be added as an option.

With interchangeable tooling, the SL1200 Sealer can seal:

ZestTM Heat Seal and Heat seal packaging range
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Stagione®

Pots

MACHINERY

Features and benefits

Technical data

• Automatic conveyor lidder and sealer for high
volume manufacturers

Order code

08SL1200

• Automatic sealing operation for ‘lid attached’
paperboard sandwich, wrap, tortilla, salad and
baguette heat sealed packaging

Production speed

20 cycles per minute

Sealing area capacity

170 x 195mm

• Efficient machine, simple to load and unload
enabling operators to be in production within a few
minutes

Dimensions

2500 x 864 x 1183mm

• Easy change over to other sized products with
adjustable tooling

Weight

378kg

• Simple efficient base tools that can be easily
removed and cleaned

Heat seal plate

Teflon coated

Power

3 phase 415 volt 50Hz
16 Amp

Air Supply

Compressor supplied
separately or customer
supplies compressed air

• Manual loading of sandwich packs into tooling
pockets
• Longer length conveyor options available
• Left to right operation (opposite also available)
• Film sealing option
• Day/date coder optional

CASE STUDY
Hug PET FOOD
Hug PET FOOD is a business with a simple philosophy
“when it comes to feeding healthy, happy pets, they
don’t believe in a one size fits all approach.”
Their premium complete whole food foods are formulated
to maximise pets’ quality of life and their business focuses on
developing, making and obsessing over fresh, natural food
for dogs and cats.

The packaging solution needed to be simple, effective, and represent the
premium Hug brand, but also needed to be multifaceted in its performance.
They were immediately drawn to the award winning Stagione® range for
its unique shape, stability and materials performance that allowed both
freezing, and microwave heating. The ability to recycle the packaging within
current and future guidelines was equally important.
Initially the proposition was for sealed, lidded, individually printed packs.
However, with 28 different recipes and a continual process of scientifically
adjusting and improving these, printing was not a flexible enough option
for Hug’s business model. We've worked closely with hug to find a
solution.
The first stage of this was the sealing of the Stagione® bases, due to their
rigid roll top construction they are ideal for this, and with the same top out
size for the selected 750ml and 1000ml Stagione® bases, only one size tool
was required.
WE have a range of machinery on offer to seal its products and initially
the ColSeal® SL1200 Automatic sealer was considered. With additional
functionality required, such as an Inkjet Coding Printer and Conveyor Unit,
the team at we've worked with our machine partners and Hug to find the
right solution.
Next a cost effective and agile solution was required for the branding of the
pots which worked to both reflect the brand as well as being flexible
enough to change ingredients quickly. The solution was a full colour
printed sleeve for each of the different flavour combinations with a space
on the base for the inkjet label for ingredients, best before date and
serving/cooking instructions.
Additionally Hug uses the same solution in the smaller 225ml and 450ml
Souper Pots with sleeves for cat food.
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MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE
PACKAGING (M.A.P.)

Modified Atmosphere Packaging (M.A.P.) is a shelf life
extension technique for food, which is achieved by
replacing the oxygen with a protective gas mix within
a sealed pack.
The removal of oxygen inhibits the growth of microbes and
slows down the process of food spoilage. This in conjunction
with lowering the storage temperature and maximising the levels
of hygiene during production and packing, the product will
stay fresh for significantly longer.

1/3

of all food produced is lost
or wasted from farm to fork
according to the Food and
Agriculture Organisation (F.A.O.)

The ColMAP™ range of board packaging comprises of sandwich
packs trays and boxes. These are manufactured from recyclable
board laminated with a high barrier, multi-layer film, suitable
for food grade gases.

In the UK we waste

over

10

MILLION
TONNES
of food in a year

Sources: WRAP, Champions 12.3 report and The Food Rush
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Every year a third of the world’s food
is wasted. It adds up to around

Whilst one in nine people remain
malnourished, land equal to the size
of China is used to grow food that
is lost or thrown away.

1.3

BILLION
TONNES

MACHINERY

Our ColMAP™ range of packaging and machinery
has been designed and developed over several years
by our team of experts. We have installed M.A.P.
sealing machinery lines with food manufacturers
and processors around the world.
• M.A.P. can increase the expected shelf life by up to 10+ days*
depending on ingredients and supply chain conditions
• A longer shelf life means that the product can be shipped over
longer distances, which can increase the range of distribution
and reduce the number of deliveries
• The achieved extended shelf life means there will be less frequent
product replacement requirements which can enable supply chain
efficiencies and increased on-shelf availability
• ColMAP™ packaging typically contains only 15% of the plastic
(by weight) of the equivalent full plastic packs.

01SP3MAF
M.A.P. Salad Pack
175/155 x 135/115 x 65mm
1340ml/ 47 UK fl.oz
250

SUPPLIE

D

FORMED

WITH SIDE

OPENING LID

WITH END

01ST17K (printed Kraft effect)
suitable for 2 deep-filled sandwiches

OPENING LID

77/65 M.A.P. Sandwich Pack
119.5 x 77/65 x 119.5mm
250

01ST29KE (printed Kraft effect)

suitable for 2 deep-filled sandwiches

SUPPLIE

D

77/65 M.A.P. Sandwich Pack

FORMED

119.5 x 77/65 x 119.5mm
500

SUPPLIE

D

FLAT

KEY:

Dimensions (L x W x Hmm)

Volume/Capacity

Case Size

*Important:
We recommend that our customers carry out tests using our machinery and packaging,
with their own specific food ingredients, to ascertain optimum shelf life.
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Can be used for sealing
of non-M.A.P packaging

Programmable control

Optional film
roll holder

Interchangeable
tool plate

Sliding tool draw

Film
sealing options
available for

SCAN TO
WATCH VIDEO

3 C-vis
3 Trays

®

With interchangeable tooling, the Savvie Sealer can seal:

Film-liddable
packs
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M.A.P. Packs

C-vis®
M.A.P. Trays

MACHINERY

ColSealTM Savvie
The ColSeal

TM

Features and benefits

Savvie is available to seal

4 x packs per seal cycle (subject to pack size).
This semi-automatic pneumatic operated sealing
machine is initiated by closing the tool plate drawer
containing our packs and pressing the start button.
5 x programmable controls to adjust varied
heat seal cycles.
We offer this machine for board heat seal closure
of sandwich packs, board, pulp and plastic trays
as film seal packs. This simple machine is able
to be in production in a few minutes.
Made from predominately food grade S304 stainless
steel, it is mobile and fits into any production area
near to a 3 phase plug fitting.

• Semi-automatic sealer with vacuum pump
or compressor
• Seals up to 4 packs per seal cycle. Optional
extra tool sets available
• Suitable for heat seal closure of sandwich packs
to trays and from ‘lid attached’ to film seal onto
paperboard and pulp trays or pre-formed PP/PET trays
• Operates by closing the tool plate drawer
containing the packs to initiate automatic seal
cycle / manual cycle
• Operation control adjustable from the panel for
varied heat and seal cycles (5x programme to select)
• Easy to use machine which can be in production
within minutes
• Easy to clean food grade S304 stainless steel
• Base tool drawer allows easy change over for other
sized packs
• Multi pocket base tool available
• Seals packs with PE and PLA (bio) windows as well
as film-lidding trays
• Integral vacuum pump for M.A.P.
• Optional silent running compressor available
at extra cost
• Can be used to seal plastic trays

Technical data
Order code

08SAVGAS

Production speed

up to 2 cycles per minute for M.A.P. and up to 6 cycles per minute for on non-M.A.P.

Sealing area capacity

260 x 400mm wide

Dimensions

580 x 900 x 1325mm

Weight

175kg

Heat seal plate

Teflon coated

Power

380/415 volt x 3 phase

Air Supply

Optional silent running compressor available at extra cost

Vacuum Pump

Integral vacuum pump for M.A.P.

HEAT SEAL

ZestTM Heat Seal and Heat seal packaging range

Stagione®
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SCAN TO
WATCH VIDEO

Control panel

Pack exit

1170
1170

Side view

External Vacuum Pump with
independent power supply

1340
1340

Top view

Direction of pack sealing

3800
3800

Interchangeable
tooling

With interchangeable tooling, the Slalom 7 can seal:

HEAT SEAL

M.A.P. Packs
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C-vis®
M.A.P. Trays

Stagione®

C-vis® Trays

Film-liddable packs

MACHINERY

ColMAPTM SLALOM 7
The ColMAPTM Slalom 7 is a linear automatic

The chassis of the machine is extruded anodized

sealing machine working with a tool plate indexing

aluminium and it is assembled on 6 x adjustable

system. It is manufactured and designed to

levelling feet and 6 x castors for mobility.

accommodate a range of paperboard Modified
Atmosphere Packaging (M.A.P.) products, including
sandwich packs, salad boxes, and film lidded trays.

Interlock safety panels, covers and control boxes
are in stainless steel S304. All panels are easily
removable for maintenance or clean down of machine.

Packs are placed by hand into tooling pocket plates.
The machine then indexes through the vacuum and gas
chamber following the desired M.A.P. programme.

Features and benefits
• Tooling plates index pneumatically within poly guides
• Index and tool plates are centralised before seal
closure, this system optimises reliability
• Vacuum and gas and seal cycle commences
with safety control
• Indexing through into the seal head area is under
a roller to assist in the fold and crease of the pack
flange edges before sealing
• No need for tools to extract tool plates as these
drop into position onto sealing guides which control
position and indexing

• Selection of up to 10 programmes to vary amounts
of vacuum and gas fill to achieve the desired residual
oxygen content
• Electronic systems are positioned
in stainless steel panel for easy inspection
and maintenance
• External 106 m3 vacuum pump
• Vacuum can be controlled by time or by sensor
• Gas inlet for premixed gas (customer supply)

• Teflon coated heated seal plate

• Regulator of pressure and sensor of gas supply
is fitted and an audible alarm for lack of gas
or low gas sounds

• Removal and complete change over of tool sets
is approximately 15 minutes

• Ejection / exit at 900C to infeed and gravity drop
onto customers accumulation table or conveyor

• Touch screen and push button controls, from
a control panel surface mounted at infeed

• Optional extras: coders, load stations, interlocks
and right and left hand exit
• Can be used to seal plastic trays

Technical data
Order code

08COLSLA

Production speed

up to 5 cycles per minute for M.A.P. packs and up to 10 cycles per minute for non-M.A.P. packs

Sealing area capacity

380 x 265mm

Dimensions

3800 x 1360 x 1400mm (machine footprint)

Weight

700kg approx.

Power

32 Amp x 3 phase x 50/60Hz + N + E (5 pin 16 Amp industrial)

Air supply

Customer supply compressed air

Vacuum Pump

Included outside of machine
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All our paperboard material is purchased from managed forests, in line with EU Timber Regulation (EUTR).
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KEY
COMPOSTABLE

The materials in these products are commercially
compostable within 90 days (EN 13432 standard).

COMPOSTABLE (16 WEEKS)

The materials in these products are commercially
compostable within 16 weeks.

COMPOSTABLE WINDOW

The film material used for these windows
is industrially compostable within 90 days
(EN 13432 standard).

RECYCLABLE

The plastic lids/window films used for
these products are recyclable.

RECYCLED LID

The lids for these products are made
from recycled plastic material (rPET).

This catalogue is printed
on FSC® certified paper.
For our full environmental policy and more
information on our green credentials visit
www.colpacpackaging.com/our-commitment/

urchased from managed forests, in line with EU Timber Regulation (EUTR).

RECYCLABLE PAPERBOARD

The paperboard for these products is recyclable.

RECYCLED PAPERBOARD

The paperboard for these products
is made from recycled material.

SUITABLE FOR MICROWAVE

The product is suitable for microwave use.

SUITABLE FOR OVEN

The product is suitable for oven use.

≤ 85°

SUITABLE FOR HOT CABINET

The product is suitable for use in hot
cabinets for a maximum of 4hrs ≤ 850C

SUITABLE FOR FREEZER

The product is suitable for freezer use.

MADE TO ORDER

These products are made to order, please talk
to your sales representative about minimum
order quantities.

SHORT SHELF LIFE

Products with a shorter shelf life.

LONGER SHELF LIFE

Product with a longer shelf life.

EXTENDED SHELF LIFE

Products with an extended shelf life.

Glossary
In our material descriptions we use abbreviations,
this glossary explains the materials.
PE - Polyethylene
PET - Polyethylene Terephthalate
PP- Polypropylene

